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C Basics 

C is a middle level language which can be used to perform high 

level operation as well as low level operation. 

 

Characteristics of C  

 C is a General Purpose Programming Language This means C 

can be used to write a variety of applications. It is often 
referred to as a “system programming language.” 

 C is a middle level language, which means it combines the 

features of high level language with the functionality of an 
assembly language. 

 C is a structured programming language, which means 
as a programmer, you are required to divide a problem into 
a several different modules or functions. 

 C is renowned for its simplicity and is easy to use because 
of its structured approach. It has a vast collection of 

keywords, operators, built-in functions and data types which 
make it efficient and powerful. 

 C is portable, which means a C program runs in different 

environments. C compilers are available for all operating 
systems and hardware platforms. Additionally, you can easily 

write code on one system and port it to another. 

 C is popular not just because it can be used as a standalone 
programming language, but also as it can be used as an 

interface to other more visual languages. 

 C is a very flexible language; it is convenient and portable, 

like a high level language and flexible like a low level 
language. It can be interfaced with other programming 
languages. 

 C is super fast. The compilation and execution of programs 
is much faster on C than with most other languages. 
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 C is modular, which means C programs can be divided into 
small modules, which are much easier to understand. 

 C is easily available. The C software is easy to access and 
can be easily installed on your computer. The installation of 

C hardly takes a few minutes. 

 C is easy to debug. The C compiler detects syntax errors 
quickly and easily and displays the errors along with the line 

numbers of the code and the error message. 

 C makes available a number of in-built memory 

management functions that save memory and improve 
the efficiency of the program such as malloc(), calloc() and 
alloc(). 

 Recursion is one of the common techniques used in C, 
where in a function calls itself again and again. 

Applications  

C was initially used for system development work, in particular the 

programs that make-up the operating system. It produces code 

that runs nearly as fast as code written in assembly language. 

Some examples of the use of C might be: 

 

 Operating Systems 

 Language Compilers 

 Assemblers 

 Text Editors 

 Network Drivers 

 Data Bases 

 Language Interpreters 

 Drvice Drivers etc. 
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History of C 

 

 The C programming language is a structure oriented 

programming language, developed at Bell Laboratories in 

1972 by Dennis Ritchie 

 C programming language features 

were derived from an earlier 

language called “B” (Basic 

Combined Programming Language – 

BCPL)  

 C language was invented for 

implementing UNIX operating 

system 

 In 1978, Dennis Ritchie and Brian Kernighan published the 

first edition “The C Programming Language” and commonly 

known as K&R C 

 In 1983, the American National Standards Institute (ANSI) 

established a committee to provide a modern, 

comprehensive definition of C. The resulting definition, the 

ANSI standard, or “ANSI C”, was completed late 1988. 
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C Program Structure  

Documentation Section 

Link Section 

Definition Section 

Global Declaration Section 

main() 

{ 

Declaration Section 

Executable part 

} 

Subprogram section 

Function 1 

Function 2 

. 

. 

function n 

 The Documentation Section consists of a set of comment 

lines giving the name of the program and other details. 

 The Link Section provides instructions to the compiler to 

link functions from the system library. 

 The Definition Section defines all symbolic constants. 

 The Global Declaration Section: There are some variables 

and those variables are declared in this section i.e. outside of 

all functions. 
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 main() function: Every C program must have one main 

function section. This section contains two parts, declaration 

and executable part. 

 Declaration Part declares all the variables used in the 

executable part. 

 There should be at least one statement in the executable 

part which contains instructions to perform certain task. 

The declaration and executable part must appear between 

the opening and closing braces. All statements in the 

declaration part should end with the semicolon. 

 The Subprogram Section contains all the user defined 

functions that are called in the main function. 

/*Documentation Section: program to find the area of 

circle*/ 

#include "stdio.h"   /*link section*/ 

#include "conio.h"  /*link section*/ 

#define PI 3.14     /*definition section*/ 

float area;         /*global declaration  section*/ 

void main() 

{ 

float r;                /*declaration part*/ 

printf("Enter the radius of the circle\n");   

/*executable part starts here*/ 

scanf("%f",&r); 

area=PI*r*r; 

printf("Area of the circle=%f",area); 

getch(); 

} 
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Execution of C Program 

 
Preprocessing 

Using a Preprocessor program to 

convert C source code in 

expanded source code. 

"#includes" and "#defines" 

statements will be processed and 

replaced actually source codes in 

this step. 

 

Compilation 

Using a Compiler program to 

convert C expanded source to 

assembly source code. 

 

Assembly 

Using a Assembler program  to 

convert assembly source code to 

object code. 

 

Linking 

Using a Linker program to convert object code to executable code. 

Multiple units of object codes are linked to together in this step. 

 

Loading 

Using a Loader program to load the executable code into CPU for 

execution. 
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Variables  

A variable is nothing but a name given to a storage area that our 

programs can manipulate. Each variable in C has a specific type, 

which determines the size and layout of the variable's memory; the 

range of values that can be stored within that memory; and the set 

of operations that can be applied to the variable. 

 

type variable_list; 

 e.g.  int i,j,k; 

 float x,y,z; 

 char ch; 

IDENTIFIERS 
 

 Each program elements in a  program are given a name 

called identifiers. 

 Names given to identify Variables, functions and arrays are 

examples for identifiers.  

 eg. int x; 

 x is a name given to integer variable  

 
RULES FOR CONSTRUCTING IDENTIFIER NAME IN C: 

1. First character should be an alphabet or underscore. 

2. Succeeding characters might be digits or letter or underscore. 

3. Punctuation and special characters aren’t allowed except 

underscore. 

4. Identifiers should not be keywords. 

5. It should be up to 31 characters long as only first 31 characters 

are significant. 
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Datatypes 

C language supports 2 different type of data types, 

Primary data types 

These are fundamental data types are integer(int), 

floating(float), charater(char) and void. 

Derived data types 

Derived data types are like arrays, functions, stuctures and 

pointers.  

Data Type Modifiers 

The primary data types can have the following modifiers. 

1. short 

2. long 

3. signed 

4. unsigned 

 

 The modifiers signed, unsigned, long, and short can 

be applied to integer base types.  

 In addition, signed and unsigned can be applied to 
char, and long can be applied to double. 

 The modifiers signed and unsigned can also be used 

as prefix to long  or  short modifiers.  

For example, unsigned long int. 

 C allows a shorthand notation for declaring unsigned, 

short,or long integers. You can simply use the 
word unsigned, short,or long, without the int. The int 

is implied.. 
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Integer type : Integers are used to store whole numbers. 

Size and range of Integer type on 16-bit machine 

Type Size(bytes) Range 

int or signed int 2 -32,768 to 32767 

unsigned int 2 0 to 65535 

short int or signed 
short int 

1 -128 to 127 

long int or signed 
long int 

4 -2,147,483,648 to 
2,147,483,647 

unsigned long int 4 0 to 4,294,967,295 

 
For eg: 

Decimal values : 341,  -341,  0,  8972 

Octal values : 010,  0424,  0,  0540 

Hexadecimal values : 0xD, 0X8d, 0X, 0xbD 
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Floating type : Floating types are used to store real numbers. 

Size and range of Integer type on 16-bit machine 

Type Size(bytes) Range 

Float 4 3.4E-38 to 3.4E+38 

double 8 1.7E-308 to 1.7E+308 

long double 10 3.4E-4932 to 1.1E+4932 

 

For eg: 0.05, -0.905, 562.05, 0.015 , 252E85, 0.15E-10,  -3e+8 

 

Character type : Character types are used to store characters value. 

Size and range of Integer type on 16-bit machine 

Type Size(bytes) Range 

char or signed char 1 -128 to 127 

unsigned char 1 0 to 255 

 

For eg: ‘a’ , ‘Z’,  ‘5’ , ’$’ ,’#’ , ‘ ‘ , ’\n’, ‘\t’ 

 

void type:  void type means no value. This is usually used to specify the 

type of functions. 
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TOKENS 

 

 Tokens are the basic buildings blocks in  language which are 

constructed together to write a  program. 

 Each and every smallest individual units in a  program are 

known as  tokens. 

C tokens are of six types. They are, 

1. Keywords                (eg: int, while), 

2. Identifiers                (eg: main, total), 

3. Constants               (eg: 10, 20), 

4. Strings                     (eg: “total”, “hello”), 

5. Special symbols    (eg: (), {}), 

6. Operators               (eg: +, /,-,*) 

 

TOKENS EXAMPLE PROGRAM: 

int main() 

{ 

int x, y, total; 

x = 10, y = 20; 

total = x + y; 

printf(“Total = %d”, total);; 

} 

 

where, 

 main – identifier 

 {,}, (,) – delimiter 

 int – keyword 

 + , = , << - operators 

 x, y, total – identifier 

 main, {, }, (, ), int, x, y, total,+, =, – tokens 
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Constants/Litrals 
Constants/litral refers to the data items that do not change their 

value during the program execution. Several types of C constants 

that are allowed in C are: 

 

1. Integer Constants 

Integer constants are whole numbers without any fractional part. It 

must have at least one digit and may contain either + or – sign. A 

number with no sign is assumed to be positive. 

There are three types of integer constants: 

 

1.1. Decimal Integer Constants 

Integer constants consisting of a set of digits, 0 through 9, 

preceded by an optional – or + sign. 

Example  341,  -341,  0,  8972 

 

1.2. Octal Integer Constants 

Integer constants consisting of sequence of digits from the set 

0 through 7 starting with 0 is said to be octal integer 

constants. 

Example  010,  0424,  0,  0540 

 

1.3. Hexadecimal Integer Constants 

Hexadecimal integer constants are integer constants having 

sequence of digits preceded by 0x or 0X. They may also 

include alphabets from A to F representing numbers 10 to 15. 

Example 0xD, 0X8d, 0X, 0xbD 
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2. Real Constants 

The numbers having fractional parts are called real or floating point 

constants. These may be represented in one of the two forms 

called fractional form or the exponent form and may also have 

either + or – sign preceding it. 

Example of valid real constants in fractional form or decimal 

notation 

0.05, -0.905, 562.05, 0.015 , 252E85, 0.15E-10,  -3e+8 

 

3. Character Constants 

A character constant contains one single character enclosed within 

single quotes. 

Examples of valid character constants 

‘a’ , ‘Z’,  ‘5’ 

It should be noted that character constants have numerical values 

known as ASCII values, for example, the value of ‘A’ is 65 which is 

its ASCII value. 

4. String Literals 

String literals or constants are enclosed in double quotes "".  

For ex: 

"hello, dear" 

 
"hello, \ 
 

dear" 
 

"hello, " "d" "ear" 
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Keywords 
 

"Keywords" are words that have special meaning to the C 
compiler. An identifier cannot have the same spelling and 

case as a C keyword.  

 The keywords are also called ‘Reserved words’. 

 Keywords are the words whose meaning has already been 

explained to the C compiler and their meanings cannot be 

changed. 

 Keywords serve as basic building blocks for program statements. 

 Keywords can be used only for their intended purpose. 

 Keywords cannot be used as user-defined variables. 

 All keywords must be written in lowercase. 

 32 keywords available in C. 

 

The C language uses the following keywords: 

 

auto double int long 

break else long switch 

case enum register typedef 

char extern return union 

const float short unsigned 

continue for signed void 

default goto sizeof volatile 

do if static while 
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Comments 

 
Comments in the source code are ignored by the compiler. 

They are encapsulated starting with /* and ending with */.  

/* 

Author: P. Choudhari 

Designed at : CCIT Amravti 

*/ 

 

Single line comments are becoming more common, although 

not defined in the ANSI standard. Single line comments 

begin with // and are automatically terminated at the end of 

the current line.  

// WAP to read a no and find factorial of it 

 

Punctuation and Special Characters 

 
The punctuation and special characters in the C character set 

have various uses, from organizing program text to defining 

the tasks that the compiler or the compiled program carries 

out. They do not specify an operation to be performed. Some 

punctuation symbols are also operators (see Operators). The 

compiler determines their use from context.  

 

 punctuator:       [ ]   ( )   { }   *   ,   :   =   ;   ... #  
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Escape sequences 

These are special control characters which we want to send to 
Standard Output Device to perform different actions. An escape 
sequence starts with a special char ‘\’  

The following escape sequences  

Escape 

Sequence 

Name Meaning 

\a Alert Produces an audible or visible alert. 

\b Backspace Moves the cursor back one position (non-destructive). 

\f Form 

Feed 

Moves the cursor to the first position of the next page. 

\n New Line Moves the cursor to the first position of the next line. 

\r Carriage 

Return 

Moves the cursor to the first position of the current line. 

\t Horizontal 

Tab 

Moves the cursor to the next horizontal tabular position. 

\v Vertical 

Tab 

Moves the cursor to the next vertical tabular position. 

\'  Produces a single quote. 

\"  Produces a double quote. 

\?  Produces a question mark. 

\\  Produces a single backslash. 

\0  Produces a null character. 
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C Character Set  
In C Programming each and every character is considered as single 

lexim. i.e [ Basic Lexical Element ] 

The characters in C are grouped into the following two categories: 
1: Source character set 

a) Alphabets : A-Z, a-z 

b) Digits : 0,9 

c) Special Characters : +-*/{}()#…etc 

d) White Spaces : ‘ ‘,\t,’\r’,’\n’ 

2: Execution character set 

a) Escape Sequence 

Escape sequences 

These are special control characters which we want to send to 

Standard Output Device to perform different actions. An escape 
sequence starts with a special char ‘\’  

char Name Meaning 

\a Alert Produces an audible or visible alert. 

\b Backspace Moves the cursor back one position . 

\f Form Feed Moves the cursor to  the next page. 

\n New Line Moves the cursor to the next line. 

\r Carriage Return Moves the cursor to the start of the current line. 

\t Horizontal Tab Moves the cursor to the next horizontal tab position. 

\v Vertical Tab Moves the cursor to the next vertical tabular position. 

\'  Produces a single quote. 

\"  Produces a double quote. 

\?  Produces a question mark. 

\\  Produces a single backslash. 

\0  Produces a null character. 
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Formatted I/O Functions 

In formatted I/O binary data is converted to ASCII before being 
stored, manipulated or output. Formatted I/O is always portable 

and human readable, but the downside is it uses more space and it 
is computationally expensive because of the conversions to be done 

in between input and output. The scanf() and printf() functions are 
examples of formatted data input and output respectively. 

printf Functions 

int printf(const char *format, ...); 

int sprintf(char *str, const char *format, ...);  

int fprintf(FILE *fp, const char *format, ...);  

The ..printf functions provide a means to output formatted 
information to a stream.  

printf sends formatted output to stdout 

sprintf sends formatted output to a string 

fprintf sends formatted output to a FILE 

These functions take the format string specified by the format 
argument and apply each following argument to the format 

specifiers in the string in a left to right fashion. Each character in 
the format string is copied to the stream except for conversion 
characters which specify a format specifier.  

A conversion specifier begins with the % character. After the % 

character come the following in this order:  

[width] Defines the number of characters to print (optional). 

[.precision] 
Defines the amount of precision to print for a number 
type (optional). 

[modifier] Overrides the size (type) of the argument (optional). 

[type] The type of conversion to be applied (required). 
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Width: 

The width of the field is specified here with a decimal value. If 
the value is not large enough to fill the width, then the rest of 

the field is padded with spaces. If the value overflows the 
width of the field, then the field is expanded to fit the value.  

Precision: 

The precision begins with a dot (.) to distinguish itself from 
the width specifier. The precision can be given as a decimal 

value or as an asterisk (*). If a * is used, then the next 
argument (which is an int type) specifies the precision.  

scanf Functions 

The ..scanf functions provide a means to input formatted 

information from a stream.  

int scanf(const char *format, ...); 

int sscanf(const char *str, const char *format, ...); 

int fscanf(const FILE *ptr, const char *format, ...); 
 

Scanf reads formatted input from stdin 

sscanf reads formatted input from a string 

fscanf reads formatted input from a FILE 

 

These functions take input in a manner that is specified by 
the format argument and store each input field into the 

following arguments in a left to right fashion.  Each input field 
is specified in the format string with a conversion specifier 

which specifies how the input is to be stored in the 
appropriate variable.  
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Unformatted I/O 

In the unformatted I/O category, we have functions for performing 

input/output of one character at a time, known as character I/O 

functions (getch, getche, getchar, putch, putchar etc. ) and functions 

that perform input/output of one string at a time, known as string 

I/O functions (gets, puts). 

Char I/O 

1] getchar : getchar reads a single character from standard 

input.  It requires the user to press enter after entering 

int getchar(); 

2] putchar : putchar writes a single character to standard. 

  int putchar(int value); 

3] getche : getche reads a single character from keyboard.   

int getche(); 

4] getch : getch reads a single character from keyboard but 
dosent display it.   

  int getch(); 

5] putch : putchar writes a single character to output 

Console. 

  int putch(int value); 

 

for ex: 

main() 

{int c; 

printf(“Enter Your choice ( y / n “); 

c = getchar(); 

 if(c==’y’||’c==’Y’) 

    printf(“Your choice is YES”); 

else 

    printf(“Your choice is NO”); 

} 
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String I/O 

gets  : gets reads a line of input into a character 

array. 

 gets(name of string)  

 

puts  : puts writes a line of output to standard output. 

   int puts(name of string); 

It terminates the line with a new line, '\n'. It will 
return EOF is an error occurred. It will return a 

positive number on success 

Here is a sample program using both both gets and puts 

#include <stdio.h> 

main() 

{ char a[20]; 

printf(“Enter Your Name : “); 

gets(a); 

puts(“hello “); 

puts(a);      

} 
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Operators 

An operator is a symbol that tells the compiler to perform 

specific mathematical or logical functions.  
 

 Arithmetic Operators 

 Relational Operators 

 Logical Operators 

 Bitwise Operators 

 Assignment Operators 

 Misc Operators 

 
 

Arithmetic Operators 

The following table shows all the arithmetic operators 
supported by the C language. Assume variable A holds 10 

and variable B holds 20 then − 
 

Operator Description Example 
+ Adds two operands. A + B = 30 

− Subtracts second operand from the first. A − B = -10 

* Multiplies both operands. A * B = 200 

/ Divides numerator by de-numerator. B / A = 2 

% Modulus Operator and remainder of after an 
integer division. 

B % A = 0 

++ Increment operator increases the integer value by 
one. 

A++ = 11 

-- Decrement operator decreases the integer value 
by one. 

A-- = 9 
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Relational Operators 
The following table shows all the relational operators supported by 
C. Assume variable A holds 10 and variable B holds 20 then − 

 

Operator Description Example 
== Checks if the values of two operands are equal or not. If 

yes, then the condition becomes true. 
(A == B) is 
not true. 

!= Checks if the values of two operands are equal or not. If 
the values are not equal, then  true. 

(A != B) is 
true. 

> Checks if the value of left operand is greater than the 
value of right operand. If yes, then  true. 

(A > B) is 
not true. 

< Checks if the value of left operand is less than the value 
of right operand. If yes, then  true. 

(A < B) is 
true. 

>= Checks if the value of left operand is greater than or 
equal to the value of right operand. If yes, then  true. 

(A >= B) is 
not true. 

<= Checks if the value of left operand is less than or equal 
to the value of right operand. If yes, then the condition 
becomes true. 

(A <= B) is 
true. 

 

Logical Operators 
Following table shows all the logical operators supported by C 

language. Assume variable A holds 1 and variable B holds 0, then  
 

Operator Description Example 

&& Called Logical AND operator. If both the operands are non-
zero, then the condition becomes true. 

(A && B) 
is false. 

|| Called Logical OR Operator. If any of the two operands is 
non-zero, then the condition becomes true. 

(A || B) is 
true. 

! Called Logical NOT Operator. It is used to reverse the 
logical state of its operand. If a condition is true, then 
Logical NOT operator will make it false. 

!(A && B) 
is true. 
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Assignment Operators 

The following table lists the assignment operators − 

Operator Description Example 

= Simple assignment operator. Assigns values 
from right side operands to left side operand 

C = A + B will assign 
the value of A + B to C 

+= Add AND assignment operator. It adds the right 
operand to the left operand and assign the 
result to the left operand. 

C += A is equivalent to 
C = C + A 

-= Subtract AND assignment operator. It subtracts 
the right operand from the left operand and 
assigns the result to the left operand. 

C -= A is equivalent to 
C = C - A 

*= Multiply AND assignment operator. It multiplies 
the right operand with the left operand and 
assigns the result to the left operand. 

C *= A is equivalent to 
C = C * A 

/= Divide AND assignment operator. It divides the 
left operand with the right operand and assigns 
the result to the left operand. 

C /= A is equivalent to 
C = C / A 

%= Modulus AND assignment operator. It takes 
modulus using two operands and assigns the 
result to the left operand. 

C %= A is equivalent 
to C = C % A 

Note:  +=, -=, *= , /=, %=  etc  are  also  known as  compound  assignment  operators 

Misc Operators  

Operator Description Example 

sizeof() Returns the size of a variable. sizeof(a), where a is integer, will 
return 4. 

& Returns the address of a 
variable. 

&a; returns the actual address of the 
variable. 

* Pointer to a variable. *a; 

? : Conditional Expression. If Condition is true ? then value X : 
otherwise value Y 
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Bitwise Operators 

The following table lists the Bitwise operators supported by C. 

Assume variable 'A' holds 60 and variable 'B' holds 13, then − 

Operator Description Example 

& Binary AND Operator copies a bit to 

the result if it exists in both operands. 

(A & B) = 12 

i.e., 0000 
1100 

∣ Binary OR Operator copies a bit if it 

exists in either operand. 

(A ∣ B) = 61 

i.e., 0011 
1101 

^ Binary XOR Operator copies the bit if it 

is set in one operand but not both. 

(A ^ B) = 49 

i.e., 0011 

0001 

~ Binary Ones Complement Operator is 

unary and has the effect of 'flipping' 
bits. 

(~A ) = 61 

i.e., 1100 

0011 in 2's 

complement 

form. 

<< Binary Left Shift Operator. The left 

operands value is moved left by the 

number of bits specified by the right 
operand. 

A << 2 = 240 

i.e., 1111 
0000 

>> Binary Right Shift Operator. The left 

operands value is moved right by the 

number of bits specified by the right 
operand. 

A >> 2 = 15 

i.e., 0000 

1111 
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 Expressions 
An expression is a combination of variables constants and 

operators written according to the syntax of C language. In C every 
expression evaluates to a value i.e., every expression results in 

some value of a certain type that can be assigned to a variable.  

Evaluation of Expressions  

Expressions are evaluated using an assignment statement of the 

form  

Variable = expression;  

Variable is any valid C variable name. When the statement is 
encountered, the expression is evaluated first and then replaces the 

previous value of the variable on the left hand side. All variables 
used in the expression must be assigned values before evaluation is 
attempted.  

 

Arithmetic expressions : returns some value. 

for eg:  
x = a * b – c  

y = b / c * a  

z = (a – b) / (c + d);  

Boolean expressions : returns true or false i.e. 1 or 0 

For eg 
a > b   

a > b && b > c  

!(a > b)  

javascript:void(0)
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Type conversions in expressions  

Type casting is a way to convert a variable from one data type to 
another data type.  

Implicit type conversion / mixed expressions 

When the type conversion is performed automatically by the 

compiler without programmers intervention, such type of 

conversion is known as implicit type conversion or type 

promotion.The compiler converts all operands into the data type 

of the largest operand. 

2  +  2.5  => 4.5 

int+ float => float 

Explicit Conversion / Cast Operator 

The type conversion performed by the programmer by specifying 

the data type of the expression is known as explicit type 

conversion. The explicit type conversion is also known as type 

casting. 

(data_type)expression; 

where, data_type is any valid c data type, and  expression  may be 

constant, variable or expression. 

int a=3, b=2; 

float c; 
c=(flaot)a/b; 
printf(“ result is %f”,c);   output=> result is 1.50000 
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Operators Precedence / Hierarchy 

Operator precedence describes the order in which C expressions 
are evaulated.  If an expression contains different operators then 
they are evaluated according to their precedence. 

5 + 3 * 2 => 11 

Operator Associativity 

If an expression contains different operators havaing same 
precedence then they are evaluated according to their Associvity. 

5 * 3 % 7 => 1 

Operator Precedence Chart 

Operator Type Operator Associativity 

Primary Expression 

Operators 

() [] . -> expr++ expr-- left-to-right 

Unary Operators * & + - ! ~ ++expr --expr 

(typecast) sizeof() 
right-to-left 

Binary Operators * / % left-to-right 
+ - 

>> << 

< > <= >= 

== != 

& 

^ 

| 

&& 

|| 

Ternary Operator ?: right-to-left 

Assignment 

Operators 

= += -= *= /= %= >>= <<= &= 

^= |= 
right-to-left 
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/* W.A.P TO PRINT ADDITION OF TWO NOS*/ 

#include<stdio.h> 

main() 

{  int a,b,c; 

printf("enter any two no."); 

scanf("%d %d",&a,&b); 

c=a+b; 

printf("sum is %d",c); 

} 

 

/*W.A.P TO READ RADIUS OF A CIRCLE AND PRINT AREA & CIRCUMFERANCE */ 

#include<stdio.h> 

main() 

{  

int r; 

float a,c; 

printf("enter the radius of circle"); 

scanf("%d",&r); 

a=3.14*r*r; 

c=2*3.14*r; 

printf("area=%f cir=%f",a,c); 

} 

 

/*AVERAGE OF 3 Nos*/ 

#include <stdio.h> 

main() 

{  

int a,b,c,sum; 

float avarage; 

printf("enter the three number"); 

scanf("%d,%d,%d",&a,&b,&c); 

sum=a+b+c; 

avarage=(a+b+c)/3.0; 

printf("sum=%d",sum); 

printf("avarage=%f",avarage); 

} 
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/*W.A.P TO READ FIVE SUBJECTS AND PRINT SUM AND PERENTAGE*/ 

#include<stdio.h> 

main() 

{  int a,b,c,d,e,sum; 

float per; 

printf("enter the marks"); 

scanf("%d%d%d%d%d",&a,&b,&c,&d,&e); 

sum=a+b+c+d+e; 

per=sum/5.0; 

printf("sum=%d and per=%f",sum,per); 

} 

 

/*W.A.P TO RAED TWO NOS AND EXCHANGE THERE VALUES USING THIRD 
VARIABLE*/ 

#include<stdio.h> 

main() 

{  int a,b,t; 

 printf("enter two no."); 

scanf("%d%d",&a,&b); 

t=a; 

a=b; 

b=t; 

printf("a= %d   b= %d",a,b); 

} 

 

/* W.A.P TO EXCHANGE VALUES OF A & B WITHOUT USING 

THIRD VARIABLE*/ 

#include<stdio.h> 

main() 

{ 

int a,b; 

printf("enter the two nos."); 

scanf("%d%d",&a,&b); 

a=a+b; 

b=a-b; 

a=a-b; 

printf("a=%d and b=%d",a,b); 

} 
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//area of triangle from 3 sides 

#include<stdio.h> 

#include<math.h> 

main() 
{ 

    float a,b,c; 
    float s,area; 
    

    printf("Enter size of each sides of triangle"); 
    scanf("%f%f%f",&a,&b,&c); 

    
    s = (a+b+c)/2; 
    area = sqrt(s*(s-a)*(s-b)*(s-c)); 

    
    printf("Area of triangle is: %.3f",area);  

} 

 

//C program to find area of a triangle if base and height are given 

#include <stdio.h> 

main() 
{ 

    float base, height, area; 
  

    // Reads base and height of the triangle from user 
    printf("Enter base of triangle: "); 
    scanf("%f", &base); 

    printf("Enter height of triangle: "); 
    scanf("%f", &height); 

  
    // Calculates area of triangle 

    area = (base * height) / 2; 
  
    printf("Area of the triangle = %.2f sq. units.", area); 

}  
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/*PRINT LAST DIGIT OF A GIVEN NO.*/ 

#include<stdio.h> 

main() 

{ int a,b; 

 printf("Enter the value"); 

 scanf("%d",&a); 

 b=a%10; 

 printf("last digit is %d",b); 

} 

/*Program to Convert Fahrenheit  to Celsius   

conversion factor is 1 Celsius = (5/9)*(fahr-32)*/    

#include<stdio.h> 

main() 

{  float f,c; 

printf("enter value of Fahrenheit "); 

scanf("%f",&f); 

c=(5.0/9.0)*(f-32.0); 

printf("value in Celsius  is %5.2f",c); 

} 

/*program to find real roots of a quadratic equation */ 

#include<stdio.h> 

void main() 

{  float a,b,c,d,x1,x2; 

printf("enter values of a b c "); 

scanf("%f %f %f",&a,&b,&c); 

d=sqrt(b*b-4*a*c); 

x1=(-b+d)/(2*a); 

x2=(b+d)/(2*a); 

printf(" real roots are %f %f",x1,x2); 

} 

/*WAP TO  right shift a value 16 to by 3 buts*/ 

#include<stdio.h> 

main() 

{ int a=16;    //16  in binary is 10000 

  a=a>>3;     //after right shift  

  printf(“result is %d”,a);  // result will be 10 in binary 
}      o/p: 2 
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/*W.A.P TO READ A FOUR DIGIT NO. AND PRINT IT IN REVERSE ORDER */ 

 #include<stdio.h> 

 #include<conio.h> 

 void main() 

 {   int n,a,b,c,d,e,r; 

 printf("enter the four digit number"); 

 scanf("%d",&n); 

 a=n%10; 

 b=n%100/10; 

 c=n%1000/100; 

 d=n/1000; 

 r=a*1000+b*100+c*10+d; 

 printf("reverse no.is=%d",r); 

 } 

 
/*WAP TO PRINT FOLLOWING OUTPUT  ______1234    */ 

#include<stdio.h> 

#include<conio.h> 

main() 

{ 

int a=1234; 

printf("%10d",a); /* width modifier 10 indicates to print data in width 10*/ 
} 

 

/*WAP TO PRINT FOLLOWING OUTPUT   1234______  */ 

#include<stdio.h> 

#include<conio.h> 

 main() 

 {  int  a=1234; 

   printf("%-10d",a); /* minus sign indicates left align*/ 
 } 

/*WAP TO PRINT FOLLOWING OUTPUT ___1234.12 */ 

#include<stdio.h> 

main() 

{  float a=1234.1223; 

   printf("\n%10.2f",a); 

/* width modifier 10.2 indicates to print data in width 10 upto 2 decimal places */ 
} 
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/*WAP TO PRINT FOLLOWING OUTPUT 0001234.12             */ 

#include<stdio.h> 

#include<conio.h> 

main() 

{  float a=1234.1223; 

printf("\n%010.2f",a); 

/* width modifier 10 indicates to print data in width 10.2 and 0 before 10 indicates to print 
leading zeros*/ 
} 

 

/*WAP TO PRINT FOLLOWING OUTPUT 1234.12___ */ 

#include<stdio.h> 

#include<conio.h> 

main() 

{  float a=1234.1223; 

printf("\n%-10.2f",a); 

/* width modifier 10.2 indicates to print data in width 10 upto 2 decimal places and minus sign 
indicates to print left align */ 
} 

 

/*WAP TO PRINT FOLLOWING OUTPUT 1234.12 */ 

#include<stdio.h> 

main() 

{ 

float a=1234.123; 

printf("\n%.2f",a); 

/* width modifier .2 indicates to print data upto 2 decimal places */ 
} 

 

/*WAP TO PRINT FOLLOWING OUTPUT __________CCIT RAJAPETH */ 

#include<stdio.h> 

main() 

 { 

  char a[20]=" CCIT RAJAPETH"; 

  clrscr(); 

  printf("%20s",a); 

/* width modifier 20 indicates to print data in width 20 right align*/ 
} 
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/*WAP TO PRINT FOLLOWING OUTPUT CCIT RAJAPETH_______ */ 

#include<stdio.h> 

#include<conio.h> 

 main() 

 { 

  char a[20]="CCIT RAJAPETH"; 

  printf("%-20s",a); 

/* width modifier 20 indicates to print data in width 20 and minus sign indicates left align */ 
} 

 

/*WAP TO PRINT FOLLOWING OUTPUT ______+1234 

______- 1234 */ 

#include<stdio.h> 

main() 

{ int a=1234,b=-1234; 

printf("%+10d",a); 

printf("%+10d",b); 

 /* plus sign indicates to print a plus sign before a +ve number and minus sign before 
a –ve number */ 
} 

 
/*WAP TO PRINT FOLLOWING OUTPUT 0000001234 

#include<stdio.h> 

main() 

{ int a=1234; 

printf("%010d",a); 

 /* 0 indicates to pad the blank spaces with zero  */ 
 /* 10 indicates width of data  */ 
 
} 
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 Types of Instructions 

1] Type Declaration instructions  

This instruction is used to declare the type of variables being used 

in the program. Any variable used in the program must be declared 

before using it in any statement.  

For ex:      int num=10, j=23, total; 

2] Arithmetic Instruction 

A C arithmetic instruction consists of a variable name on the left 

hand side of = and variable names & constants on the right hand 

side of = The variable and constants appearing on the right hand 

side of = are connected by arithmetic operators like +, -, * and /. 

 For ex:  avg = ( a + b+ c)/3; 

3] Control Instructions 

The ‘Control Instructions’ enable us to specify the order in which 

instructions in a program are to be executed. or the control 

instructions determine the ‘flow of control’ in a program. There are 

four types of control instructions in C. 

a] Sequence Control Instruction: The Sequence control 

instruction ensures that the instructions are executed in the same 

order in which they appear in the program. 

b] Selection or Decision Control Instruction: Decision 

instructions allow the computer to take a decision as to which 

instruction is to be executed next. 

c] Repetition or Loop Control Instruction: The Loop control 

instruction helps computer to execute a group of statements 

repeatedly. 

d] Case Control Instruction :same as decision control 

instruction. 
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Expressions 

An expression is a combination of variables constants and operators 

written according to the syntax of C language.  

 In C every expression evaluates to a value i.e., every 

expression results in some value of a certain type that can 

be assigned to a variable. 

For ex: 

Algebraic Expression C Expression 

Z=(m + n) (x + y) Z=(m + n) * (x + y) 

 
Length=sqrt(pow(a-b,2)+pow(c-d)); 

Y=3x2 +2x + 1 Y=3*x*x+2*x+1 

Rules for evaluation of expression 

 First parenthesized sub expression left to right are evaluated. 

If parenthesis are nested, the evaluation begins with the 

innermost sub expression. 

 The precedence rule is applied in determining the order of 

application of operators in evaluating sub expressions.  

 The associability rule is applied when two or more operators 

of the same precedence level appear in the sub expression.  

 Arithmetic expressions are evaluated from left to right using 

the rules of precedence. 

 When Parenthesis are used, the expressions within 

parenthesis assume highest priority. 
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Types of Statements 

A statement is a command given to the computer that instructs 
the computer to take a specific action, such as display to the 
screen, or collect input. A computer program is made up of a 
series of statements. 

 

Different Types of  statements are  

Labeled Statements 
Such statements are use with goto statement. A 
statement can be defined with label by using syntax  

 
Identifier : statement 

 

compound-statement  

A compound statement (also called a "block") typically 
appears as the body of another statement, such as the 
if statement. Declarations and Types describes the 

form and meaning of the declarations that can appear 
at the head of a compound statement.  

if ( i > 0 )  

{   line[i] = x; 

    x++; 

    i--; 

}  

 

expression-statement  

When an expression statement is executed, the 

expression is evaluated according to the operator 
precedence & assocevity. 

x = ( y + 3 );            /* x is assigned the value of y + 3  */ 

x++;                      /* x is incremented                  */ 

x = y = 0;                /* Both x and y are initialized to 0 */ 

proc( arg1, arg2 );       /* Function call returning void      */ 

y = z = ( f( x ) + 3 );   /* A function-call expression        */ 
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Selection/Condational-statement  

It is used to selectively execute statements. If 

Statement & switch statements are such 
examples. 

if(a>b) 

printf(“a is greater “); 

else 

printf(“b is greater”); 

 
Iteration-statement  

Is is used to repeatedly execute statements. 

While, do-while & for loop are examples of 
Iteration statements. 

for(i=1;i<=10;i++) 

printf(“hello”) 

 

Jump statements 

Is is used to tranfer control of a program . Goto, 

Break, Continue , return are examples of jump 
statements. 

i=1; 

jap: printf(“ram”); 

i++; 

if(i<=108) 

goto jap; 

printf(“seeta”); 
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Symbolic Constants 

Constants refer to fixed values that may not be altered by the 

program. 

Symbolic Constants can be defined in different ways 

 const keyword 

 #define preprocessor  

 Enum keyword 

 

1] const keyword 

Constants are declared using the const keyword; they are useful 

for making your code more legible. 

const datatype identifier=value; 

For eg: 

const int speedLimit = 55; 

const double pi = 3.1415; 

 

 

2] #define  

The #define directive is a preprocessor directive; the 

preprocessor replaces those macros by their body before the 

compiler even sees it. Think of it as an automatic search and 

replace of your source code. 

For eg: #define PI 3.14 

 

javascript:void(0)
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-in/library/e6w8fe1b(v=vs.90).aspx
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3] Enumerated Constants 

An enumeration is a set of named integer constants. An 

enumerated type is declared using the enum keyword. 

enum flag { const1, const2, ..., constN }; 

Here's an example: 

 enum COLOR { RED, BLUE, GREEN, WHITE, BLACK }; 

 

 Every enumerated constant has an integer value.  

 If you don't specify otherwise, the first constant will have the 

value 0, and the rest will count up from there.  

 Any one of the constants can be initialized with a particular 

value. 

 Those that are not initialized will count upward from the ones 

before them. 

 

Thus, if you write 

enum Color { RED=100, BLUE, GREEN=500, WHITE, BLACK=700 }; 

 

then RED will have the value 100; BLUE, the value 101; GREEN, the value 500; 

WHITE, the value 501; and BLACK, the value 700. 

 

#include<stdio.h> 

enum COLOR { RED, BLUE, GREEN, WHITE, BLACK }; 

main() 

{ 

printf(“ value of RED is %d”, RED);  =>0 

printf(“ value of BLUE is %d”,BLUE);  =>1 

} 
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Variables Vs Constants 

Variables Constants 

A variable is a named 
location, whose value 

changes during a program 
run 

A constant is a named location, 

whose value never changes during 
a program run. 

data_type variable_name 
const data_type variable_name= 
value 

int a; const int a=100; 

Variables can be initialize 

after its declaration also. 

constants must be initialized at 

the time of decelaration only. 

Variables can be initialize 

dynamically 

Dynamic Initialization of constant 

is not possible. 

 

const Vs #define 
 

 const means the data can't be changed while define has 

no such meaning.  

 const is used by compiler and define is performed by pre-

processor.  

 const has scope while define can be considerd global.  

 const variable can be seen from debugger while macro 

can be seen.  

 const guarantee the type which macro can't 
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Conditional/Selection  Statements 

These are statements within program which are condational 
executed. To conditionally execute statements C Language provides 

us different control structures. 

1] if statement 2] switch statement  3] ternary operator 

if statement  
It is  used to conditional execute a block of code. 
 

If condition is true then if block is executed otherwise else block is 
executed. 
   

 

 

if (Boolean-exp) 

 {

 statements 

---------- 

} 

else 

 {

 statements 

---------- 

 } 

 next statements 

    

Note :else block is optional 
 

       

C programming language assumes any non-zero and non-

nullvalues as true, and if it is either zero or null, then it is 

assumed as false value. 

 Booleal expression can be created by using relational & 

logical operation. 
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*wap to read a no. and check if it is an even no. of odd no. 

 # include <stdio.h> 

 main() 

 { int a; 

  printf( “Enter a no.”); 

  scanf(“%d”,&a) ; 

  if ( a%2 == 0) 

   printf( “no. is even ”); 

  else 

   printf(“no. is odd ”); 

  } 

 

/* W.A.P TO READ A NO AND PRINT THAT NO IS POSITIVE OR NOT*/ 

void main() 

{  int num; 

printf("enter a number"); 

scanf("%d",&num); 

if(num>0) 

  printf("number is positive"); 

else 

  printf("number is not positive"); 

} 

 

/*WAP to read marks & print total marks and also, print its percentage if student is pass.*/ 

main() 

{  int a , b , c , d , e , total; 

float p; 

 printf( “Enter marks for 5 different subject”); 

 scanf(“%d %d %d %d %d”,&a,&b,&c,&d,&e); 

 total = a + b + c + d + e; 

 printf( “Total is %d” , total); 

 if (a >= 35 && b >= 35 && c >= 35 && d >= 35 && e >= 35) 

  { Printf( “Student is pass  ”); 

  p= (total * 100.0)/500.0; 

  printf( “Percentage is  %f”, p); 

  } 

 else 

  printf( “Student is fail ”); 

} 
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/*Program to check if year is leap Year or not    
condition is year must divisible by 4 but not divisible by 100 OR year divisible by 400 */ 

#include<stdio.h> 

main() 

{  int y; 

printf("Enter year "); 

scanf("%d",&y); 

if((y%4==0&&y%100!=0)||y%400==0) 

  printf("%d is leap Year",y); 

else 

  printf("%d is not a leap Year",y); 

} 

/*CHECK STUDENT PASS OR FAIL*/ 

# include <stdio.h> 

main() 

{  int a,b,c,d,e; 

printf ("enter marks  of five subjects"); 

scanf ("%d%d%d%d%d",&a,&b,&c,&d,&e); 

if (a>=40 && b>=40 && c>=40 && d>=40 && e>=40) 

  printf ("student is pass"); 

else 

  printf ("student is fail"); 

} 

 

/*W.A.P to read age and gendur check  if person elligible for marriege or not */ 
# include <stdio.h> 

main() 

{  int age; 

char sex; 

printf ("enter age and sex"); 

scanf ("%d %c",&age,&sex); 

if ((age>=18&&sex=='f')||(age>=21&&sex=='m')) 

  printf ("Person is elligible for marriage"); 

else 

  printf ("Person is not elligible 4 marriage"); 

} 
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Nested if 

If a ‘if’ statement is use within a if statement then such a control 
structure is called as “nested if”. 

It is use to check a condition only if same other condition is true. 
 

if(condition) 
 { 
 if(condition) 
  { 
  ……….. 
  } 
 } 
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/* wap to read marks for five different subjects & print total marks and percentage also 

check for first class  if student is pass.*/ 
 

# include <stdio.h> 

main() 

{   

int a , b , c , d , e , total; 

float p; 

 

 printf( “Enter marks for 5 different subject”); 

 scanf(“%d %d %d %d %d”,&a,&b,&c,&d,&e); 

 

 total = a + b + c + d + e; 

 printf( “Total is %d” , total); 

 

 if (a >= 35 && b >= 35 && c >= 35 && d >= 35 && e >= 35)

  {  

   printf( “Student is pass  ”); 

   p= (total * 100.0)/500.0; 

   printf( “Percentage is  %f”, p); 

   if(p>=60) 

    printf(“I st Class”); 

  } 

 else 

  printf( “Student is fail ”); 

} 
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LADDER structure 

 If a ‘if’ statement is used within a else statement the such control 
structure is called as LADDER structure. 
 

  If(condition) 
   -------- 
  else if (condition) 
    --------- 
  else if (condition) 
    --------- 

     

If is use to check a conduction only if some other conduction 
is false. 
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* wap to read percentage obtain by a student & print division 

according to following criteria. 

# include <stdio.h> 

void main() 

{ 

float p; 

 printf( “Enter percentage”); 

 scanf(“%f”, &p); 

 if (p >= 75) 

  printf( “ Distinction ”); 

 else if (p >= 60) 

  printf( “ First class ”); 

 else if (p >= 50) 

  printf( “ Second class ”); 

 else if (p >= 40) 

           printf(“ Third class ”); 

 else 

  printf(“fail”); 

} 

 

 

/*PRINT GREATEST NO. FORM THREE NOS. */ 

# include <stdio.h> 

main () 

{ 

int a,b,c; 

clrscr(); 

printf ("enter three numbers"); 

scanf ("%d%d%d",&a,&b,&c); 

if (a>b && a>c) 

   printf ("a is greatest "); 

else 

  if (b>c) 

            printf ("b is greatest"); 

  else 

    printf ("c is greatest"); 

} 
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//program to find all roots of quadratic equation 

#include <stdio.h> 

#include <math.h> 
main() 

{  double a, b, c, determinant, root1,root2, realPart, imaginaryPart; 
 
    printf("Enter coefficients a, b and c: "); 

    scanf("%lf %lf %lf",&a, &b, &c); 
 

    determinant = b*b-4*a*c; 
 
    // condition for real and different roots 

    if (determinant > 0) 
    {   // sqrt() function returns square root 

        root1 = (-b+sqrt(determinant))/(2*a); 
        root2 = (-b-sqrt(determinant))/(2*a); 
 

        printf("root1 = %.2lf and root2 = %.2lf",root1 , root2); 
    } 

 
    //condition for real and equal roots 
    else if (determinant == 0) 

    {  root1 = root2 = -b/(2*a); 
        printf("root1 = root2 = %.2lf;", root1); 

    } 
 
    // if roots are not real  

    else 
    {  realPart = -b/(2*a); 

        imaginaryPart = sqrt(-determinant)/(2*a); 
        printf("root1 = %.2lf+%.2lfi and root2 = %.2f-%.2fi", 
realPart, imaginaryPart, realPart, imaginaryPart); 

    } 
}    
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? / ternary / Condational operator   

   The ? (ternary condition) operator is a more efficient form 
for expressing simple if statements. It has the following 
form:  

  expression1 ? expression2:  expression3 

It simply states:  if expression1 then expression2 else expression3  

For example to assign the maximum of a and b to z:    

z = (a>b) ? a : b; 

which is the same as:  

  if (a>b) 

   z = a; 

  else 

   z=b; 

Sizeof operator 

This operator is used to find size of datatype or variable. 

Syntax: sizeof(datatype) 

  Sizeof(variable) 

 

main() 

{ 

int a=12345; 

printf(“size of int is %d”, sizeof(int));  => 2 

printf(“size of a   is %d”, sizeof( a ));  => 2 

 

}
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switch statement  

 This statement is used to check a variable for different 
values. According to value of the variable different cases are 
executed. 
 

 

 

Switch(variable) 

{ 

case value : 

  ------------

- 

  break; 

case value : 

  ------------

- 

  break; 

case value : 

  ------------

- 

  break; 

 

default :   

  ------------

-- 

     

} 

 

 

 

 If no matching case is found then code in the default block is 
executed. 

 Default block is optional. 

 We can use a break statement to throw program control out 
of a switch otherwise statements of next cases will be 

executed without checking their values. 
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/*program to print single digit no in words */ 

 
#include<stdio.h> 

void main() 

{ 

int n; 

printf("Enter a single digit no"); 

scanf("%d",&n); 

switch(n) 

 { 

 case 0:printf("Zero"); 

  break; 

 case 1:printf("One"); 

  break; 

 case 2:printf("Two"); 

  break; 

 case 3:printf("Three"); 

  break; 

 case 4:printf("Four"); 

  break; 

 case 5:printf("Five"); 

  break; 

 case 6:printf("Six"); 

  break; 

 case 7:printf("Seven"); 

  break; 

 case 8:printf("Eight"); 

  break; 

 case 9:printf("Nine"); 

  break; 

 default:printf("Not a Single Digit No"); 

 } 

} 
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/*program to read a single digit no and print all the nos from that no to zero in words */ 
/* Note :here break is not used after each case */ 

#include<stdio.h> 

void main() 

{ int n; 

printf("Enter a single digit no"); 

scanf("%d",&n); 

switch(n) 

 {case 9:printf("Nine"); 

 case 8:printf("Eight"); 

 case 7:printf("Seven"); 

 case 6:printf("Six"); 

 case 5:printf("Five"); 

 case 4:printf("Four"); 

 case 3:printf("Three"); 

 case 2:printf("Two"); 

 case 1:printf("One"); 

 case 0:printf("Zero");    break; 

 default:printf("Not a Single Digit No"); 

 } 

} 

/* WAP to Read a ColorCode (char value) and print appropriate color  
i.e.  r/R =>  RED   g/G => GREEN   b/B => BLUE  else   WHITE 

void main() 

{ 

char code; 

printf("enter the Color Code "); 

scanf(“%c”,&code); 

switch(code) 

 { 

 case ‘r’: 

 case ‘R’:printf(“RED”);  break; 

 case ‘g’: 

 case ‘G’:printf(“GREEN”); break; 

 case ‘b’: 

 case ‘B’:printf(“BLUE”);break; 

 default:printf(“WHITE”); 

 } 

} 
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/* PROGRAM TO READ OPERATOR AND TO OPERATION ON VARIABLES USING 
SWITCH */ 

 
#include<stdio.h> 

#include<conio.h> 

main() 

{  int a,b,r; 

 char o; 

 printf("Enter the expresion :"); 

 scanf("%d%c%d",&a,&o,&b); 

 switch(o) 

 { 

  case '+':r=a+b; 

     printf("Sum is =%d",r); 

      break; 

  case '-':r=a-b; 

     printf("Substraction is =%d",r); 

     break; 

  case '*':r=a*b; 

    printf("Multiplication is =%d",r); 

    break; 

  case '/':r=a/b; 

    printf("Division is =%d",r); 

    break; 

  default:printf("The operator is not Valid"); 

  } 

} 
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Difference between if and Switch Statement 
IF-ELSE SWITCH 

if-else statement uses multiple 

statement for multiple choices. 

switch statement uses single 

expression for multiple choices. 

if-else statement test for 

equality as well as for logical 

expression. 

switch statement test only for 

equality. 

if statement evaluates integer, 

character, pointer or floating-

point type or boolean type. 

switch statement evaluates only 

character or integer value. 

Either if statement will be 

executed or else statement is 

executed. 

switch statement execute one case 

after another till a break statement 

is appeared or the end of switch 

statement is reached. 

If the condition inside if 

statements is false, then by 

default the else statement is 

executed if created. 

If the condition inside switch 

statements does not match with 

any of cases, for that instance the 

default statements is executed if 

created. 

It is difficult to edit the if-else 

statement, if the nested if-else 

statement is used. 

It is easy to edit switch cases as, 

they are recognized easily. 

Which statement will be 

executed depend upon the 

output of the expression inside 

if statement. 

Which statement will be executed 

is decided by user. 
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Looping & Iteration 

 Loops are used to repeatedly execute a block of 
code C provides us three different looping structures. 

1. while loop 

2. for loop 

3. do-while loop 

while loop   

Statement within this loop is repeatedly executed 
while condition is true. 

 

while (condition)  

{ 

statements 

 ----------- 

} 

Next statements 

    

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Program control is transferred to next Statements only when 
condition evaluates to false. 
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/* PRINT ALL NOS. FROM 1 TO 10 */ 

#include<stdio.h> 

void main() 

{  int i=1; 

  while (i<=10) 

  { 

    printf("\n %d",i); 

    i++; 

   } 

 } 

 
/* PRINT ALL THE NOS. FROM 10 TO 1 */ 

#include<stdio.h> 

main() 

{  

int i=10; 

while(i>=1) 

{ 

    printf(" %d",i); 

   i-- ; 

  } 

} 

 
/* W.A.P TO READ A NO. AND PRINT ALL NOS.  WHICH  DIVIDES THE NO. PERFECTLLY 
*/ 

#include<stdio.h> 

main() 

{ 

int a, i=1; 

printf ("enter the no"); 

scanf ("%d",&a); 

while(i<=a) 

{ 

  if(a%i==0) 

          printf("%d",i); 

  i++; 

} 

} 
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/* W.,A.P TO READ A NO. AND PRINT ALL NOS. FROM 1 TO THAT NO. */ 

#include<stdio.h> 

#include<conio.h> 

main() 

{ 

int a,i=1; 

clrscr(); 

printf("enter the no. "); 

scanf("%d",&a); 

while(i<=a) 

 { 

   printf("%d",i); 

   i++; 

  } 

getch(); 

} 

 
/*W.A.P TO READ TWO NOS. AND PRINT ALL NOS.FROM 1ST NO. TO 2ND NO. ASSUME 
THAT 1ST NO. IS LESS THAN 2ND NO.*/ 
 

#include<stdio.h> 

#include<conio.h> 

main() 

{ 

int a,b; 

clrscr(); 

printf("enter the two nos"); 

scanf("%d%d",&a,&b); 

while(a<=b) 

 { 

   printf(" %d",a); 

   a++; 

 } 

getch(); 

} 
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/*W.A.P TO READ TWO NOS. AND PRINT ALL NOS. FROM 1ST NO. TO 2ND NO. */ 

#include<stdio.h> 

main() 

{ 

int a,b; 

printf("enter the two nos"); 

scanf("%d%d",&a,&b); 

if(a<b) 

  while(a<=b) 

  {   

    printf(" %d",a); 

        a++; 

   } 

else 

   while(a>=b) 

   {    printf(" %d",a); 

     a--; 

   } 

} 

 
/* W.A.P TO READ  A NO. AND PRINT ALL NOS. FROM 1 TO THAT NO. WHICH ARE  
DIVISIBLE BY 2 AND 3 */ 
 

#include<stdio.h> 

void main() 

{ 

int i=1,a; 

printf("Enter the no:"); 

scanf("%d",&a); 

while(i<=a) 

    { 

     if(i%2==0 || i%3==0) 

      printf("%d",i); 

    i++; 

   } 

} 
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/* W.A.P TO READ A TWO NOS. AND PRINT H.C.F. OF THAT TWO NOS. */  

 
#include<stdio.h> 

#include<conio.h> 

void main() 

{ 

int a,b,i=1,x; 

clrscr(); 

printf("enter the 2 number"); 

scanf("%d %d",&a,&b); 

while(i<=a || i<=b) 

{ 

  if(a%i==0 && b%i==0) 

   x=i; 

  i++; 

} 

  printf("H.C.F. is %d:-",x); 

} 

 
/* W.A.P TO READ A NO. AND Count All nos  which divides the given no*/ 

#include<stdio.h> 

#include<conio.h> 

void main() 

{  int a,i=1,c=0; 

  clrscr(); 

printf("enter the  number"); 

  scanf("%d",&a); 

  while(i<=a ) 

   { 

  if(a%i==0 ) 

       c++; 

   i++; 

} 

  printf("count. is %d",c); 

} 
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/* W.A.P TO READ A NO. AND CHECK IT'S PRIME OR NOT */ 

#include<stdio.h> 

#include<conio.h> 

void main() 

{ 

int a,i=1,c=0; 

clrscr(); 

printf("enter the  number"); 

scanf("%d",&a); 

while(i<=a ) 

{   

    if(a%i==0 ) 

       c++; 

  i++; 

} 

if(c==2) 

  printf("no. is prime"); 

else 

   printf("no. is not prime"); 

getch(); 

} 

 

/* W.A.P TO READ A NO. AND find sunm of all its digit */ 

#include<stdio.h> 

#include<conio.h> 

void main() 

{  int a,s=0,d; 

clrscr(); 

printf("enter the  number"); 

scanf("%d",&a); 

while( a > 0 ) 

{ 

  d=a % 10; 

  s=s + d; 

  a=a / 10; 

} 

  printf("sum of digit  is %d",s); 

} 
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/* W.A.P TO READ A NO. AND check if it is armstrong no or not ie. Sum of cube of its digit is 
that no or not*/ 

#include<stdio.h> 

#include<conio.h> 

void main() 

{  int a,s=0,d,b; 

clrscr(); 

printf("enter the  number"); 

scanf("%d",&a); 

b=a; 

while( b > 0 ) 

{ 

  d=b % 10; 

  s=s + d*d*d; 

  b=b / 10; 

} 

  if(s==a) 

  printf("It is an armstrong no"); 

else 

  printf("It is not an armstrong no"); 

 

} 

/* W.A.P TO READ A NO. AND find reverse of that no. */ 

#include<stdio.h> 

#include<conio.h> 

void main() 

{   int a,s=0,d; 

clrscr(); 

  printf("enter the  number"); 

scanf("%d",&a); 

while( a > 0 ) 

{ 

  d=a % 10; 

  s=s*10 + d; 

  a=a / 10; 

} 

printf("Reverse no is %d",s); 

} 
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 for statement  

The for statement is used to repeatedly execute block of 

code. Statements within this loop are executed while 

condition is true. Specialty of this loop is that initialization , 

condition & evaluation are specified at starting of loop. 

 

for  (initializes; condition; evaluation) 

   Statement; 

    

Flow of control in a 'for' loop − 

 The init step is executed first, and only once. This step 

allows you to declare and initialize any loop control 

variables. You are not required to put a statement here, as 

long as a semicolon appears. 

 Next, the condition is evaluated. If it is true, the body of 

the loop is executed. If it is false, the body of the loop does 

not execute and the flow of control jumps to the next 

statement just after the 'for' loop. 

 After the body of the 'for' loop executes, the flow of control 

jumps back up to the increment statement. This statement 

allows you to update any loop control variables. This 

statement can be left blank, as long as a semicolon appears 

after the condition. 

 The condition is now evaluated again. If it is true, the loop 

executes and the process repeats itself (body of loop, then 

increment step, and then again condition). After the 

condition becomes false, the 'for' loop terminates. 
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/*PRINT ALL NOS. FROM 0 TO 10*/ 

#include<stdio.h> 

#include<conio.h> 

main() 

{   int i; 

   clrscr(); 

   for(i=0;i<=10;i++) 

 { 

   printf("%d ",i); 

      } 

    getch(); 

} 
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/*PRINT ALL NOS. WHICH ARE DIVISIBLE BY 2 or 3 FROM 100 TO 1*/ 

#include<stdio.h> 

main() 

{  int i; 

for(i=100;i>=1;i--) 

    { 

    if(i%2==0||i%3==0) 

      printf("%d ",i); 

    } 

} 

 
/*To find factorial of number1*/ 

#include<stdio.h> 

main() 

{  int i,n,f=1; 

printf(“Enter a Number”); 

scanf(“%d”,&n); 

for(i=n;i>=1;i--) 

      f=f*i 

printf(“factorial is %d”,f); 

} 

/* W.A.P TO READ A NO. AND CHECK IT'S PRIME OR NOT */ 

#include<stdio.h> 

#include<conio.h> 

void main() 

{ int a,i=1,c=0; 

clrscr(); 

printf("enter the  number"); 

scanf("%d",&a); 

 for(i=1;i<=n;i++) 

   if(a%i==0 ) 

       c++; 

   

if(c==2) 

  printf("no. is prime"); 

else 

   printf("no. is not prime"); 

getch(); 

} 
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/*Program to print first 10 fabonacci nos */ 

#include<stdio.h> 

#include<conio.h> 

main() 

{  int a=0,b=1,n,i; 

 printf("\nFabonacci nos are”); 

 for(i=1;i<=10;i++) 

  { printf("%d ",a); 

  n=a+b; 

  a=b; 

  b=n; 

  } 

} 

 
/*Program to print first n fabonacci nos */ 

#include<stdio.h> 

#include<conio.h> 

main() 

{ 

 int a=0,b=1,n,i,f; 

 printf("Enter how many nos "); 

 scanf("%d",&n); 

 printf("\nFabonacci nos are  "); 

  

 for(i=1;i<=n;i++) 

 {  

  printf("%d ",a); 

   f=a+b; 

  a=b; 

  b=f; 

 } 

} 
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/*Program to find sum of series 12 + 22 + 32 + 42 +…n2 */ 

#include<stdio.h> 

main() 

{  int n,i,s=0; 

 printf("Enter a Number :”); 

 scanf(“%d”,&n) 

 for(i=1;i<=n;i++) 

  s=s+i*i; 

 printf(“Sum of series is %d”,s); 

} 

 
/*Program to find sum of series  22 + 42 +…n2 */ 

#include<stdio.h> 

main() 

{  int n,i,s=0; 

 printf("Enter a Number :”); 

 scanf(“%d”,&n) 

 for(i=2;i<=n;i=i+2) 

  s=s+i*i; 

 printf(“Sum of series is %d”,s); 

} 

 
/*Program to find sum of series  1/1 – 1/2 + 1/3  -  1/4 +…1/n */ 

#include<stdio.h> 

main() 

{  int n,i; 

Float s=0,sign=1; 

 printf("Enter a Number :”); 

 scanf(“%d”,&n) 

 for(i=1;i<=n;i++) 

  { 

   s=s+sign/i; 

  sign=sign*(-1); 

  } 

 printf(“Sum of series is %f”,s); 

} 
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/*WAP to PRINT FOLLOWING O/P  12345 
12345 
12345 
12345  */ 

#include<stdio.h> 

#include<conio.h> 

main() 

{   int i,j; 

 clrscr(); 

 for(j=1;j<=4;j++) 

  {  for(i=1;i<=5;i++) 

    printf("%d",i); 

  printf("\n"); 

  } 

  getch(); 

} 

 

WAP to PRINT FOLLOWING O/P  12345 
2345 
345 
45 
5   

#include<stdio.h> 

main() 

{ int i,n; 

for(n=1;n<=5;n++) 

    { 

   for(i=n;i<=5;i++) 

      printf("%d",i); 

     printf("\n"); 

 } 

} 
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WAP to PRINT FOLLOWING O/P  54321 
5432 
543 
54 
5 

#include<stdio.h> 

void main() 

{ 

int i,j; 

for(i=1;i<=5;i++) 

{ 

    printf("\n"); 

    for(j=5;j>=i;j--) 

     printf("%d",j); 

   } 

} 

 
/*  WAP to PRINT FOLLOWING O/P */ 
   123454321 
     1234321 
       12321 
         121 
           1    

main() 

{ 

  int k,i,n,j; 

  clrscr(); 

  for(n=5;n>=1;n--) 

    { 

       gotoxy(40-n,10-n); 

      for(i=1;i<=n;i++) 

        printf("%d",i); 

      for(k=n-1;k>=1;k--) 

        printf("%d",k); 

    } 

 } 
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do-while statement  
The do-while statement is used to repeatedly execute block of 

code. Statements within this loop are executed while condition is 

true. Specialty of this loop is that statements are executed at least 

once. 

 

 

do  

{ 

 statement; 

 …………………… 

} 

while (expression); 

next statements…. 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

/*PRINT SUM OF ALL THE NOS. 
WHICH ARE ENTERED while the no entered is not equals to zero*/ 

#include<stdio.h> 

#include<conio.h> 

main() 

{ int n,s=0; 

 clrscr(); 

 do 

   { printf("Enter any num:"); 

 scanf("%d",&n); 

 s=s+n; 

   }while(n!=0); 

 printf("sum = %d",s); 

 } 
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/*PRINT SUM AND AVERAGE OF ALL NOS. WHICH  ARE ENTERED while the no entered is 
not equals to zero */  

#include<stdio.h> 

#include<conio.h> 

void main() 

{ 

  int n,sum=0,count=0; 

  float mean; 

  clrscr(); 

  do 

   {  printf("enter a no. :- "); 

  scanf("%d",&n); 

  sum=sum+n; 

  if(n!=0) 

    count++; 

   }  while(n!=0); 

   mean=sum/(float)count; 

   printf("mean is %f",mean); 

   getch(); 

} 

 

/*COUNT ALL EVEN AND ODD NOS.  WHILE NO ENTERED IS  NOT EQUAL TO ZERO*/ 

#include<stdio.h> 

void main() 

{  int n,count1=0,count2=0; 

  do 

  {   printf("enter a no."); 

      scanf("%d",&n); 

      if(n%2==0) 

   count1++; 

      else 

  count2++; 

  }while(n!=0); 

printf("Even Nos %d\n Odd nos %d",count1,count2); 

} 
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While Vs Do-While 

WHILE DO-WHILE 

while ( condition)  

{ 

statements; //body of loop 

} 

do{ 

statements; // body of loop. 

} while( Condition ); 

It is Entry Controlled loop It is Exit Controlled loop 

In 'while' loop the controlling 

condition appears at the start of 

the loop. 

In 'do-while' loop the controlling 

condition appears at the end of 

the loop. 

The iterations do not occur if, 

the condition at the first 

iteration, appears false. 

The iteration occurs at least once 

even if the condition is false at 

the first iteration. 

No Semicolon after condition Semicolon after condition 

  

int i=1; 

while(i<=10) 

{ 

printf(“%d “,i); 

i++; 

} 

int i=1; 

do 

{ 

printf(“%d “,i); 

i++; 

} while(i<=10); 
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For Vs While 

for while 

for(initialization; condition; evaluation) 

{ 

 // body of the loop   

} 

while(condition) 

{ 

 // body of the loop   

} 

preferable when there is a 

simpleinitialization and evaluation

; since it keeps the loop control 

statements close together and 

visible at the top of the loop.  

preferable when the initialization 

 is not just a simple assignment 

operation and so like evaluation.  

 

evaluation will be performed after 

statement executtion 

evaluation can be  performed any 

where within loop statements  

for(i=1;i<=10;i++) 

printf(“ %d “,i); 

int i=1; 

while(i<=10) 

{ 

printf(“%d “,i); 

i++; 

} 
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Branching Vs Looping 

BRANCHING LOOPING 

Is used to conditionaly 

execute Statements once or 

not. 

Is used to repeatedly execute 

Statements 

Can be Implemented in C 

language by using if 

statement, switch statement 

or ternary operator 

Can be Implemented in C language 

by using while loop, for loop or do-

while loop 

if(a%2==0) 

     printf(“Number is Even “) 

int i=1; 

while(i<=10) 

    { 

     printf(“%d “,i); 

     i++; 

     } 
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Break Vs Continue 

break continue 

A break can appear in 

both switch and loop 

(for, while, do) statements. 

A continue can appear only in loop 

(for,while, do) statements. 

A break causes the switch or 

loop statements to terminate 

the moment it is executed. Loop 

or switch ends abruptly when 

break is encountered. 

A continue doesn't terminate the 

loop, it causes the loop to go to the 

next iteration. All iterations of the 

loop are executed even 

if continue is encountered. 

The continue statement is used to 

skip statements in the loop that 

appear after the continue. 

When a break statement is 

encountered, it terminates the 

block and gets the control out of 

the switch or loop. 

When a continue statement is 

encountered, it gets the control to 

the next iteration of the loop. 

A break causes the innermost 

enclosing loop or switch to be 

exited immediately. 

A continue inside a loop nested 

within a switch causes the next loop 

iteration. 

void main() 

{ int i=1; 

 while(i<=10) 

 { printf(“%d”,i); 

  if (i==5) 

   break; 

  i++; 

   } 

 }            O/P:12345 

void main() 

{ int i=0; 

 while(i<=10) 

 { i++; 

  if (i%2==0) 

   continue; 

  printf(“%d”,i); 

  } 

}               O/P: 13579 
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 The Infinite Loop 

A loop becomes an infinite loop if a condition never becomes false. 

We can use any loop to endlessly  execute Statements 

For loop: 

for(;;) 
{ 
Statements….. 
} 

Read this statement as “for ever.” With no items in the 

parentheses, but still with the required two semicolons, the for loop 

repeats eternally . 

While and do-while loop: 

while(1)    OR   do   
{    { 
Statements . . .  statements. . . 
}    }while(1); 

The value in the parentheses doesn’t necessarily need to be 1; any 

True or non-zero value works.  

#include <stdio.h> 
main ()  
{ 
   for( ; ; ) { 
      printf("This loop will run forever.\n"); 
   } 
} 

Note : When the conditional expression is absent, it is assumed to 

be true.  

NOTE − You can terminate an infinite loop by pressing Ctrl + C 

keys. 
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Increment and Decrement Operators 

 The increment operator ++ adds 1 to its operand. 

 The decrement operator -- subtracts 1 from its operand.  

 
1] Prefix  increment or decrement  Operators 
 

If an expression contains an prefix increment or decrement 

operator then increment or decrement  operation is performed first 
and then expression is evaluated. 
 

int a=5,c; 

c=++a; 
printf(“ a=%d  c=%d “,a,c);  => a=6 c=6 

 
If used in function arguments then arguments are processed from 

right to left 

int a=5; 

printf(“%d %d %d”,++a,++a,++a);   => 8 7 6 

 

 

2] Postfix  increment or decrement  Operators 
 

If an expression contains an postfix increment or decrement 
operator then expression is evaluated first  and then increment or 

decrement  operation is performed . 

int a=5,c; 

c=a++; 
printf(“ a=%d  c=%d “,a,c);  => a=6 c=5 

 

If used in function arguments then arguments are processed from 
right to left 

int a=5; 

printf(“%d %d %d”,a++,a++,a++);   => 7 6 5 
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Jump statements 

 Jump statements are used to alter the flow of control 

unconditionally. That is, jump statements transfer the 

program control within a function unconditionally. C provides 

us different jump statement which are use to control flow of 

execution of our program. 

 break statement 

 continue statement  

 goto statement 

 return statement 

 exit() library function 

break statement  

The break statement in C programming has the following two 

usages − 

 When a break statement is encountered inside a loop, the 

loop is immediately terminated and the program control 

resumes at the next statement following the loop. 

 It can be used to terminate a case in the switch statement. 

 Note that a break statement used in a nested loop affects 

only the inner loop in which it is used and not any of the 

outer loops.  

void main() 

{ int i=1; 
 while(i<=10) 
  { printf(“%d”,i); 

    if (i==5) 
     break; 

   i++; 
   } 
}      O/P: 12345   
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continue Statement  

This statement is use to throw program control at the 

starting of the loop. 

 For the for loop, continue statement causes the 

conditional test and increment portions of the loop to 

execute.  

 For the while  and do...while  loops,  continue 

 statement  causes the program control to pass to the 

conditional tests. 

 continue statement skips any remaining statements in 

the current iteration and immediately passes the 

control to the next iteration 

 

# include <stdio.h> 

 void main() 

 { int i=0; 

  while(i<=10) 

   { 

   i++; 

   if (i%2==0) 

    continue; 

   printf(“%d”,i); 

    } 

 }     

 

O/P  =>  13579 
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goto statement  

 This statement is used to transfer program control any where 

within the function. 

A goto statement provides an unconditional jump from the 'goto' 

to a labeled statement in the same function. 

Goto statement is of 2 type : 

1] Forward Jump :  

2] Backward Jump: 

NOTE − Use of goto statement is highly discouraged in any 

programming language because it makes difficult to trace the 

control flow of a program, making the program hard to understand 

and hard to modify.  

  Syntax: goto label; 

It transfers program control at specified label statement. 

Label can be defined by using syntax :     

Identifier : statement 

void main() 

{ 

int i=1; 

  ABC: 

 printf(“Ram”); 

 i++; 

     if (i<=108) 

     goto ABC;      //backward Jump 

     else 

      goto XYZ;      //forward Jump 

 printf( “Laxman”); 

   XYZ: 

 printf( “Seeta”); 

 } 
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The exit () Function 

 
 The exit( ) function is a standard library function that terminates 

the entire program immediately and passes the control to 

the operating system. This function takes a single parameter, that 

is, exit status of the program and returns the same status to the 

operating system upon termination. The status can be either a zero 

or non-zero value, where zero shows successful termination and 

non-zero shows unsuccessful termination of the program. 

  

Syntax: exit(int value) 
 

For ex: exit(0);   // will end the program 

 

return Statement 
The return statement terminates the execution of a function and 

returns control to the calling function. Execution resumes in the 

calling function at the point immediately following the call. 

A return statement can also return a value to the calling function. 

 

Syntax : return (value); 

  

For ex:   return ;     //will end the function and will return control to calling function. 

http://ecomputernotes.com/fundamental/disk-operating-system/what-is-operating-system
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Comma operator 

1) Comma as an operator: 

The comma operator (represented by the token ,) is a binary 

operator that evaluates its first operand and discards the 

result, it then evaluates the second operand and returns this 

value (and type). The comma operator has the lowest 

precedence of any C operator 

    int a=1, b=2, c=3, i;  // not an operator here 

     i=a,b;    // stores a into i 
     i=(a+=2, a+b); // increases a by 2, then stores a+b == 3+2 into i 

     i=a+=2, a+b;// increases a by 2, then stores a == 5 into i 
     i=a,b,c;   // stores a into i 
     i=(a,b,c); // stores c into i 

 

2) Comma as a separator: 

Comma acts as a separator when used with function calls 

and definitions, function like macros, variable declarations, 

enum declarations, and similar constructs. 

int a,b,c; 

 
mean(a,b,c); 

 
for(i=1,j=5;i<=5 ,j>=1 ;i++,j--) 

 Printf(“\n %d %d “,i,j); 
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Functions  

 A function is a block of code design to perform certain task. 

Functions are used to divide program into logical modules. They 

are used to avoid repeation of code in differnet parts of program. 

Once a function is designed it can be used any where in program 

whenever required. 

Types of functions in C programming 

Depending on whether a function is defined by the user or already 

included in C Library, there are two types of functions 

 Standard library functions : The standard library functions 

are built-in functions in C programming to handle tasks such 

as mathematical computations, I/O processing, string 

handling etc. 

 User defined functions :  C allow programmers to define 

functions. Such functions created by the user are called user-

defined functions. 

According to functions designed they can be catagorised into 

different types 

1. Functions with no arguments and no return values. 

For ex:  void clrscr(); 

2. Functions with arguments and no return values. 

For ex: void circle(int x, int y, int r) 

3. Functions with arguments and return values. 

For ex: double pow(double a, double b); 

4. Functions with no arguments and return values. 

For ex:  int rand(void) 

http://www.programiz.com/c-programming/library-function
http://www.programiz.com/c-programming/c-user-defined-functions
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According to return type functions are of two types :- 

1> Functions returning values : Such functions when called 

always returns us some value 

 Eg.:- Z = 100 + fact (5); 

  P = sqrt (10); 

Such functions returns us some value so they must always be used 

in an expression. 

2> Functions not returing values : Such functions are called 

just to perform some task. 

 Eg.:- clrscr(); 

  textcolor(RED); 

Such functions doesn’t returns any value so they can’t be used in 

an expression. 

General format to define a function  

returnType function name (datatype arg1, datatype arg2,.) 

   { 

   statements 

   ------------ 

   return value; 

   } 

returntype : It indicates the datatype of the value the 

function is going to return. It can be any datatype such as 

int, long, float, double, char, a pointer, a structure  etc. 

 If function is not returning any value then returntype 

must be void. 

Note : If no returntype is specified then by default 

returntype is int. 
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Advantages of Functions 

 Debugging is easier. 

 It is easier to understand the logic involved in the program. 

 Testing is easier. 

 Recursive call is possible. 

 Irrelevant details in the user point of view are hidden in functions. 

 Functions are helpful in generalizing the program.     

 Programs can be divided in different modules. 

 Code resuse. As same function can be used at different locations in 

program.  

 
*Design a FUNCTION star wihich will display n ‘*’ */ 
 

#include<stdio.h> 

void star (int n) 

{ 

int i; 

for(i=1;i<=n;i++) 

  printf(“*”); 

} 

 

main() 

{ 

star(25); 

star(5); 

} 
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*PRINT GREATEST NO FROM 4 NOS. USING FUNCTION*/ 

#include<stdio.h> 

int max (int x,int y) 

{ 

if(x>y) 

     return x; 

else 

     return y; 

} 

 

main() 

{ int a,b,c,d,m,n,p,q; 

printf("enter 5 nos"); 

scanf("%d%d%d%d",&a,&b,&c,&d); 

m=max(a,b); 

n=max(c,d); 

p=max(m,n); 

printf("greatest no =%d",p); 

} 

 

/*W.A.P TO PRINT MEAN FROM 3 NOS. USING FUNCTION*/ 

#include<stdio.h> 

float mean(int a,int b,int c) 

{ 

float m; 

m=(a+b+c)/3.0; 

return m; 

} 

 

main() 

{ int a,b,c; 

float m; 

printf("enter the 3 nos."); 

scanf("%d%d%d",&a,&b,&c); 

m=mean(a,b,c); 

printf("mean = %f",m); 

} 
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/*PRINT ABSOLUTE VALUE USING FUNCTION*/ 

#include<stdio.h> 

ani(int a) 

{ 

if(a<0) 

     a=-1*a; 

return a; 

} 

 

main() 

{ 

int a,b; 

printf("Enter the no.\n"); 

scanf("%d",&a); 

b=ani(a); 

printf("%d",b); 

} 

 

 

/*W.A.P TO PRINT FACTORIAL OF GIVEN NO. USING FUNCTION*/ 
 

#include<stdio.h> 

int fact(int a) 

{  int i,f=1; 

for(i=1;i<=a;i++) 

    f=f*i; 

return f; 

} 

 

main() 

{  int a,f; 

printf("enter the no"); 

scanf("%d",&a); 

f=fact(a); 

printf("factorial = %d",f); 

} 
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/*W.A.P TO PRINT POWER OF NO. USING FUNCTION*/ 

#include<stdio.h> 

power(int a,int b) 

{  int i,p=1; 

for(i=1;i<=b;i++) 

    p=p*a; 

return p; 

} 

 

main() 

{  int a,b,p; 

printf("enter the 2 nos."); 

scanf("%d%d",&a,&b); 

p=power(a,b); 

printf("power = %d",p); 

} 

 

/*W.A.P TO PRINT G.C.D FROM TWO NOS. USING FUNCTION*/ 

#include<stdio.h> 

int gcd(int a,int b) 

{  int i,g; 

for(i=1;i<=a;i++) 

     { 

     if(a%i==0&&b%i==0) 

          g=i; 

     } 

return g; 

} 

 

main() 

{ int a,b,g; 

printf("enter the 2 nos."); 

scanf("%d%d",&a,&b); 

g=gcd(a,b); 

printf("g.c.d = %d",g); 

} 
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/*W.A.P TO PRINT SUM OF FOLLOWING SERIES  
S=1+2/2! + 3/3!+…..n/n!  USING FUNCTION */ 

int fact(int a) 

{ 

int i,f=1; 

for(i=1;i<=a;i++) 

    f=f*i; 

return f; 

} 

 

main() 

{ int a,i; 

float s=0; 

printf("enter the no"); 

scanf("%d",&a); 

for(i=1;i<=a;i++) 

      s=s+(float)i/fact(i); 

printf("sum of series = %f",s); 

} 

 

/*PRINT SUM OF FOLLOWING SERIES  
S=1+ 22 / 2! + 33 / 3! +…… nn / n!  */ 

int pow(int a,int b) 

{  

int i,p=1; 

for(i=1;i<=b;i++) 

    p=p*a; 

return p; 

} 

 

int fact(int a) 

{ int i,f=1; 

for(i=1;i<=a;i++) 

      f=f*i; 

return f; 

} 
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main() 

{  int i,n; 

float s=0; 

clrscr(); 

printf("Enter the no.\n"); 

scanf("%d",&n); 

for(i=1;i<=n;i++) 

     { 

      s=(float)s+pow(i,i)/fact(i); 

     } 

printf("sum of series=%f",s); 

} 

 

/*Function to get Nth fabonacci no. */ 

#include<stdio.h> 

int fabo(int n) 

{ 

int a=0,b=1,f,i; 

for(i=1;i<n;i++) 

  { 

  f=a+b; 

  a=b; 

  b=f; 

  } 

return a; 

} 

main() 

{  int z,n; 

 printf("Enter which fabonacci nos "); 

 scanf("%d",&n); 

 z=fabo(n); 

 printf("The %d fabonacci no is %d",n,z); 

} 
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Function declaration /prototype 

If a  function is called before it definition then the declaration is 

needed. 

A function declaration contains the name of the function, a list of 

variables that must be passed to it, and the type of varlue it 

returns, 

Syntax: returntype functionname(datatype of args…); 

For eg: long cube ( long  x ); 

Note: argument name is optional 

 

Function Defination 

A function definition has following several parts: 

• Function header: 

The function header is at the start of a function, and it gives 

the function's name, the function's return type and describes 

its arguments. The function header is identical to the 

function declaration minus the semicolon. 

• Function Body: 

The body contains statements that are executed whenever 

the function is called. Local variables are declared within a 

function body.. 

long cube( long x)             //function hearer 

{     //rest is function body 

long res=x*x*x; 

return res; 

} 
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Function  Calling / Execution / Returning Process 

 While creating a C function, you give a definition of 

what the function has to do.  

 To use a function, you will have to call that function to 

perform the defined task. 

 To call a function, you simply need to pass the required 

parameters along with the function name, and if the 

function returns a value, then you can store the 

returned value.  

Syntax :          functionName(arg1,arg2,…) 

 When a program calls a function, the program control is 

transferred to the called function.  

 A called function performs a defined task and when its 

return statement is executed or when its function-

ending closing brace is reached, it returns the program 

control back to the main program. 
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Function Decleration Vs Function Defination 
 

Function declaration helps the compiler to check whether the call 

you make for the function obeys the same signature or not, for 

syntactical correctness in terms of return type, number and type of 

arguments and order of arguments too. A function definition is 

required by the linker for cross-referencing the call (use) and the 

definition. 

When you declare a function, no storage is allocated, when you 

define a function, function created on relocatable reloadable 

address space, size depends on the machine language translation 

of the function, varies from platform to platform 

 

Actual Parameters Vs Formal Parameters 

 Actual parameters are used in a calling function when a 

function is invoked and formal parameters are used in a 
function header 

 for eg:-c=add(a,b) here a and b are actual parameters 

and int add (int a ,int b) here a and b are formal 
parameters. 

 

 Actual parameters can be constants ,variables or 
expression. But formal parameters are only variables. 

 

 Actual parameters sends value to the formal parameters . 
formal parameters receive values from actual parameters. 
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Recursive Functions 

Recursion is a programming technique that allows the 

programmer to express operations in terms of themselves.  

In programming languages, if a program allows you to call a 

function inside the same function, then it is called a recursive 

call of the function. 

 

The following example calculates the Factorial of a number using 

recursion. For example, the factorial of the number 6 is:  

    Factorial 6 = 6 * 5 * 4 * 3 * 2 * 1 

Therefore the factorial of 6 is 720. It can be seen from the 

above example that factorial 6 = 6 * factorial 5. Similarly, 

factorial 5 = 5 * factorial 4, and so on. The following is the 

general rule for calculating factorial numbers.  

    factorial(n) = n * factorial(n-1) 

The above rule terminates when n = 1, as the factorial of 1 is 1.  

 

long int factorial(int num); 

int main() 

{   int num; 

    long int f; 

    printf("Enter a number: "); 

    scanf("%d", &num); 

    f = factorial(num); 

    printf("factorial of %d is %ld\n", num, f); 

 } 

long int factorial(int num) 

{ 

    if (num == 1) 

        return 1; 

    else 

        return num * factorial(num-1); 

} 
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/*program to find Sum of Digits of a no using recursive function */ 

long sod(long n) 

 { 

 if(n==0) 

  return 1; 

 else 

  return n%10+sod(n/10); 

 } 

 

void main() 

{ 

long n,z; 

printf("Enter a no"); 

scanf("%ld",&n); 

z=sod(n); 

printf("Sum of Digits is  %ld",z); 

} 

 
/*program to find Compound Intrest  using recursive function */ 

#include<stdio.h> 

float Intrest(int p,float r,int n) 

 { 

 if(n==1) 

  return p*r/100; 

 else 

  return p*r/100+Intrest(p,r,n-1); 

 } 

 

void main() 

{float z; 

z=Intrest(5000,10.25,3); 

printf("Intrest is  %f",z); 

} 
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void fabo(int n)     //function to print first n fabonaci numbers 

{   // using recursion 

static int a=0,b=1,c; 

printf("%d ",a); 

c=a+b; 

a=b; 

b=c; 

if(n>1) 

  fabo(n-1); 

} 

main() 

{ 

fabo(5); 

}    output: 0 1 1 2 3 

Recursion vs Iteration 

 In recursion, function call itself until the base condition is 

reached. On other hand iteration means repetition of process 
until the condition fails. For example –  when you use loop 
(for,while etc.) in your programs. 

 Iterative approach involves four steps, initialization , 
condition, execution and  updation. In recursive function, 
only base condition (terminate condition) is specified. 

 Recursion keeps your code short and simple Whereas 

iterative approach makes your code longer. 

 Recursion is slower than iteration due to overhead of 
maintaining stack whereas iteration is faster. 

 Recursion takes more memory than iteration due to 

overhead of maintaining stack  . 
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Math Functions  

Below we list some common math functions  

They are declared in math.h  

double acos(double x)   Compute arc cosine of x.  

double asin(double x)   Compute arc sine of x.  

double atan(double x)   Compute arc tangent of x.  

double atan2(double y, double x)   Compute arc tangent of y/x.  

double ceil(double x)   Get smallest integral value that 

exceeds x.  

double cos(double x)   Compute cosine of angle in radians.  

double cosh(double x)   Compute the hyperbolic cosine of x.  

double exp(double x   Compute exponential of x  

double fabs (double x )   Compute absolute value of x.  

double floor(double x)   Get largest integral value less than x.  

double log(double x)   Compute log(x).  

double log10 (double x )   Compute log to the base 10 of x.  

double pow (double x, double y)   Compute x raised to the power y.  

double sin(double x)   Compute sine of angle in radians.  

double sinh(double x)   Compute the hyperbolic sine of x. 

double sqrt(double x)   Compute the square root of x.  

void srand(unsigned seed)   Set a new seed for the random 

number generator (rand).  

double tan(double x)   Compute tangent of angle in radians.  

double tanh(double x)   Compute the hyperbolic tangent of x.  
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Scope of Variables 

A scope in any programming is a region of the program where a 

defined variable can have its existence and beyond that variable it 

cannot be accessed. There are three places where variables can be 

declared in C programming language − 

 Inside a function or a block which is called local variables. 

 Outside of all functions which is called global variables. 

 In the definition of function parameters which are called 

formal parameters. 

Local Variables 

Variables that are declared inside a function or block are called 

local variables.  

 Local variables can only be accessed by other statements 

or expressions in same scope. 

 Local variables are not known outside of their function of 
declaration or block of code. 

 Local variables gets created every time control enters a 

function or a block of code. When control returns from 
function or block of code, all local variables defined within 

that scope gets destroyed. 

 By default, local variables contains garbage values unless we 
initialize it. 

main () 

 {     int a=10, b=20,c;   /* local variable declaration */ 

   c = a + b; 

   printf ("value of a = %d, b = %d and c = %d\n", a, b, c); 

} 
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Global Variables 

Global variables in C are declared outside of a function, normally it is 

declared before main function and after header files. 

 Global variables can be accessed form anywhere in a 

program. The scope of the global variables are global 

throughout the program. 

 Any function can access and modify value of global 

variables. 

 Global variables retains their value throughout the 

execution of entire program. 

 By default, global variables are initialized by the system 

when you define. Global variables of data type int, float and 

double gets initialized by 0 and pointer variables gets 

initialized by NULL. 

 We can use same name(identifiers) for local and global 

variables but inside a function value of local variable gets 

priority over global variable. 

float PI=3.14;         /* global variable declaration */ 
void area(int r) 
 {float a=PI*r*r; 
 printf(“Area is %f”,a); 
 } 
void circumference(int r) 
 {float a=2*PI*r; 
 printf(“Area is %f”,a); 
 } 
int main ()  
{ area(5); 
 circumference(5); 
} 
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Formal Parameters  

Formal Parameters in C are the arguments which is used inside 

body of function definition.  

 Formal parameters are treated as local variables with-in 

scope of that function.  

 It gets created when control enters function and gets 

destroyed when control exits from function. 

 

Any change in the formal parameters of the function have no 

effect on the value of actual argument.  

 If the name of a formal parameter is same as some global 

variable formal parameter gets priority over global variable. 

 

 

Local Vs Global Variables 

 

Local Variable Global Variable 

Local variables are declared 

inside a function. 

Global Variables are declared 

outside the function. 

Local Variables cannot be 

accessed outside the function in 

which they are defined. 

Global Variables can be accessed 

in any function. 

Local Variables are alive only for 

a function. 

Global Variables are alive till the 

end of the program. 
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Storage class 

A storage class is an attribute that changes the behavior of a 

variable. It controls the lifetime, scope and linkage.   

storageType dataType variableList; 

storage type can be auto, extern, static, register. 

auto variables 

 The auto storage-class specifier declares an automatic 

variable, a variable with a local lifetime. (auto keyword is 

optional ) 

 They are accessable  only in the block in which it is declared.  

 If not explicetly initilized then they are not initilized to zero. 

 They are automatically created by compiler when the program 

control enters the block and are automatically destroyed when 

the program control leaves the block. 

 If local & global variable have same name then preferece is 

given to local. 
main() 

{ auto int a=5;  //auto keyword is optional 
printf(“ %d”, a);    =>5 

{     auto int a=10; 

     printf(“ %d “,a);   =>10 

} 

printf(“ %d”,a);    =>5 

} 

 

void Test() 

{ auto int a=5; 

printf(“ %d “,a); 

a++; 

} 

main() 

{ Test(); 

Test(); 

}     o/p =>  5 5 
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extern Variables 

 They are declared outside a function . 

 Memory for such variables is allocated when the program begins 
execution, and remains allocated until the program terminates.  

 For most C implementations, every byte of memory allocated for 
an external variable is initialized to zero. 

 It can be accessed from any function. 

 extern keyword is used only when variable is defined into 
another file. 

File1.c: extern int a;   // extern keyword required 
  void increment() 

  { 

   a++; 

  } 

  

File2.c: #include “ file1.c “ 

  int a; 

      main() 

     { 

         a=1; 

              increment(); 

              printf(“%d “,a); 

     } 

 

  int a=5;   // extern keyword not required 
  void test() 

  { printf(“ %d “,a); 

           a++; 

  } 

  main() 

  { test(); 

   test(); 

   printf(“%d”,a); 

  } 

      o/p => 5 6 7 
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Static variables 

 

 If not initilized then they are initilized to zero. 

 They are initilized only once. 

 They retain their value even after complitation of function , if 
they are defined within a function. 

 They are accessable within the block in which they are declared.  

static int a; 

main() 

{ 

printf(“ %d “,a);   => 0 

} 

 
void Test() 

{ 

static int a=5; 

printf(“ %d”,a); 

      a++; 

} 

main() 

{ 

Test();   =>5 

Test();   =>6 

} 

 

Register Varaibles 

 They are stored in processors into register instead of 
memory(RAM) for fast processing. 

 Declaring a variable as register variale is request to compiler so 

if register is available then only it will be stored into processors 
register else it will be stored in RAM like regular variable. 

   
For eg:  register int a=5;
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Feature Automatic 

Variable 

Register 

Variable 

Static 

Variable 

External 

Variable 

Keyword 

Used 

auto register static extern 

Storage Memory CPU registers Memory Memory 

Default 

initial 

value 

Garbage 

Value 

Garbage 

Value 

Zero Value Zero Value 

Scope Local to the 

block in which 

the variable is 

defined 

Local to the 

block in which 

the variable is 

defined 

Local to the 

block in 

which the 

variable is 

defined 

Global 

Life Till the control 

remains 

within the 

block in which 

the variable is 

defined 

Till the 

control 

remains 

within the 

block in which 

the variable is 

defined 

Value of the 

variable 

persists 

between 

different 

function calls 

As long as 

the 

program’s 

execution 

doesn’t come 

to an end 

Use General 

purpose use. 

Most widely 

used 

compared to 

other storage 

classes 

Used 

extensively 

for loop 

counters 

Used 

extensively 

for recursive 

functions 

Used in case 

of variables 

which are 

being used 

by almost all 

the functions 

in a program 
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Arrays 

An array is an group of elements of same type , sharing same 

name & stored in consecutive memory location. The elements 

are identified by index numbers.  

 

For ex: int arr[5]; 

 

 

features 

 An array is a collection of variables of same data types. 

 All elements of array are stored in the contiguous memory 

locations. 

 The size of array must be a constant integral value. 

 Individual elements in an array can be accessed by the name 

of the array and an integer enclosed in square bracket called 

subscript/index variable like employeeSalary[5]. 

 Array is a random access data structure. you can access any 

element of array in just one statement. 

 The first element in an array is at index 0, whereas the last 

element is at index (size_of_array - 1). 
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Advantages  

 

 Can define multiple elements of same type in single 

definition. 

 Less amount of code : Using array we can aggregate N 

variables of same data type in a single data structure.  

 Serial  access of elements : We can access any element of 

array using array name and index. We can access all 

elements serially by iterating from index 0 to size-1 using a 

loop. 

 Easy to implement algorithms : Certain algorithms can be 

easily implemented using array like searching and sorting. 

 Random Access : We can access any elements of array. 

 Matrix : 2 dimensional array can be used to store a martrix 

Disadvantages  

 To use Array we should know number of element in advance. 

 Size of Array is fix we cannot increase or decrease size. 

 Array is fix size that’s why if we store less data then memory 

is waste. And if we want to store more data than memory is 

short. 

 To store array consecution memory location is require. 

 Insertion and deletion of data element is array is very 

difficult. 

 Element of different data type cannot store in array. 
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Declaring Arrays 

An array can be declared by specifiying the type of the elements 

and the number of elements required by an array − 

Syntax: datatype arrayName [ arraySize ]; 

This is called a single-dimensional array. The arraySize must be 

an integer constant greater than zero and datatype can be any 

valid C data type 

The following example declares an array with ten elements.  

    int x[10]; 

The first element in the array has an index number of zero. 

Therefore, the above array has ten elements, indexed from zero to 

nine.  

Accessing the Elements / Subscript operator [ ] 

To access an individual element in the array, the index number 

follows the variable name in square brackets. The variable can then 

be treated like any other variable in C.  

 

syntax : Arrayname[ index ] 

Note: array Index begins with zero 

 The following example assigns a value to the first element in 

the array.   Ex:     x[0] = 16; 

 The following example prints the value of the third element in 

an array.  Ex:      printf("%d\n", x[2]); 

 The following example uses the scanf function to read a value 

from the keyboard into the last element of an array with ten 

elements.  Ex:    scanf("%d", &x[9]); 
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Initialising Array Elements 

Arrays can be initialised like any other variables by assignment. 

As an array contains more than one value, the individual values 

are placed in curly braces, and seperated with commas. The 

following example initialeses a ten dimensional array with the first 

ten values of the three times table.  

    int x[10] = {3, 6, 9, 12, 15, 18, 21, 24, 27, 30}; 

 

Looping through an Array 

As the array is indexed sequentially, we can use  for loop to 

display all the values of an array. The following example displays 

all the values of an array.  

#include <stdio.h> 

 main() 

{ int a[10],i; 

      printf(“Enter 10 nos. “); 

 for(i=0;i<=9;i++) 

  scanf(“%d”,&a[i]); 

 

 printf(“The nos entered are “); 

 for(i=0;i<=9;i++) 

  printf(“ %d  “,a[i]); 

} 

 

/*W.A.P TO READ an Array of 10 nos & find their Sum */ 
main() 

{ int a[10],i,s; 

 printf("\nEnter 10 Nos  "); 

 for(i=0;i<=9;i++) 

       scanf("%d",&a[i]); 

 s=0; 

 for(i=0;i<=9;i++) 

      s=s+a[i]; 

 

 printf("Sum of all nos is %d",s); 

} 
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/*W.A.P TO READ an Array of 10 nos &  count all EVEN nos & ODD nos */ 

#include < stdio.h> 

main() 

{  int a[10],i,ec=0,oc=0; 

printf("\nEnter 10 Nos  "); 

for(i=0;i<=9;i++) 

      scanf("%d",&a[i]); 

for(i=0;i<=9;i++) 

       If(a[i]%2==) 

      ec++; 

     else 

     oc++; 

printf("Total Even nos  %d & Odd nos %d",ec,oc); 

} 

Linear Search 
/*W.A.P TO READ an Array of 10 nos &  also read a no to search and find its Position */ 

#include < stdio.h> 

main() 

{ 

int a[10],i,p,f,n; 

printf("\nEnter 10 Nos  "); /* read 10 nos in an array */ 
for(i=0;i<=9;i++) 

       scanf("%d",&a[i]); 

printf("Enter a no to Search "); /* read a no to search */  
scanf("%d",&n);  

f=0; /* set found flag=0*/ 

for(i=0;i<=9;i++) 

     if(a[i]==n) 

  { 

  f=1;  /* if found then set found flag=1 */ 

                                          /* print position where no. is found */ 
  printf("\n Found at position %d",i);     

   } 

if(f==0) /* if found flag=0  then say not found */ 
       printf("Not Found ..."); 

} 
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#include <stdio.h> 

  
 main() 

{ 
  int array[100], n, c, d, temp; 

  
  printf("Enter number of elements\n"); 
  scanf("%d", &n); 

  
  printf("Enter %d integers\n", n); 

  
  for (c = 0; c < n; c++) 
    scanf("%d", &array[c]); 

  
  for (c = 0 ; c < ( n - 1 ); c++) 

  { 
    for (d = 0 ; d < n - c - 1; d++) 
    { 

      if (array[d] > array[d+1]) /* For decreasing order use < */ 
      { 

        temp       = array[d]; 
        array[d]   = array[d+1]; 
        array[d+1] = temp; 

      } 
    } 

  } 
  
  printf("Sorted list in ascending order:\n"); 

  
  for ( c = 0 ; c < n ; c++ ) 

     printf("%d\n", array[c]); 
  
} 
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Advanced Bubble Sort 
/*W.A.P TO sort an array in Ascending Order */ 

#include < stdio.h> 
void main() 

{   
int a[10]={545,4523,55,663,2231,8555,22,5955,212,44}; 

int m,e,i,t; 
 

printf("\nBefore Sort "); 
for(i=0;i<=9;i++) 
    printf("\n%d",a[i]); 

 
do 

   { 
   e=0; 
   for(i=0;i<=8;i++) 

          {  
  /* if ith element greater  than next then exchange them */ 

   if(a[i]>a[i+1])                      

        { 
          t=a[i]; 

            a[i]=a[i+1]; 

            a[i+1]=t; 
            e=1; 

         } 
       } 
 } while(e==1); /* repeat while elements are exchanged  */ 

 

printf("\nAfter Sort "); 
for(i=0;i<=9;i++) 

    printf("\n%d",a[i]); 
} 
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Selection Sort 

#include <stdio.h> 

 main() 

{ 
   int array[100], n, c, d, position, swap; 

  
   printf("Enter number of elements\n"); 
   scanf("%d", &n); 

  
   printf("Enter %d integers\n", n); 

    for ( c = 0 ; c < n ; c++ ) 
      scanf("%d", &array[c]); 
  

   for ( c = 0 ; c < ( n - 1 ) ; c++ ) 
   { 

      position = c; 
  
      for ( d = c + 1 ; d < n ; d++ ) 

      { 
         if ( array[position] > array[d] ) 

            position = d; 
      } 
      if ( position != c ) 

      { 
         swap = array[c]; 

         array[c] = array[position]; 
         array[position] = swap; 
      } 

   } 
  

   printf("Sorted list in ascending order:\n"); 
    for ( c = 0 ; c < n ; c++ ) 
      printf("%d\n", array[c]); 

  } 
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//Insertion Sort 
 
void insertionSort(int arr[], int n) 

{   int i, key, j; 
   for (i = 1; i < n; i++) 

   { 
       key = arr[i]; 
       j = i-1; 

        /* Move elements of arr[0..i-1], that are 
          greater than key, to one position ahead 

          of their current position */ 
       while (j >= 0 && arr[j] > key) 
       { 

           arr[j+1] = arr[j]; 
           j = j-1; 

       } 
       arr[j+1] = key; 

   } 
} 
  

// A utility function ot print an array of size n 
void printArray(int arr[], int n) 

{  int i; 
   for (i=0; i < n; i++) 
       printf("%d ", arr[i]); 

   printf("\n"); 
} 

    
/* program to test insertion sort */ 
main() 

{   int arr[] = {12, 11, 13, 5, 6}; 
  

    insertionSort(arr,5); 
    printArray(arr, n); 
 } 
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/*W.A.P TO READ an Array of 10 nos & find also read a no to search and find its Position  

Binary Search */ 

#include < stdio.h> 

main() 

{ /* binary search is performed on sorted array */ 
 int a[10]={3,4,12,22,34,35,38,55,68,432}; 

 int li,ui,mi,n; 

 

 printf("Elements are "); 

 for(i=0;i<=9;i++) 

      printf("%d ",a[i]); 

 

 printf("Enter a no to Search "); /* read a no to search */ 
 scanf("%d",&n);  

 

 li=0; 

 ui=9;  

 do   {  

  mi=(li+ui)/2; 

  if(a[mi]==n) 

   { 

   f=1; 

   break; 

   } 

  if(n>a[mi]) 

   li=mi+1; 

  else 

   ui=mi-1; 

        } 

 while(li<=ui); 

 

 if(f==0)   /* if found flag=0  then say not found */ 
       printf("Not Found ..."); 

 else 

       printf("Found at position %d",mi); 

 

 getch(); 

} 
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Multidimensional Arrays 

C programming language supports multi dimensional Arrays. 

 Multi dimensional arrays have more than one subscript 

variables. 

 Multi dimensional array is also called as matrix. 

 Multi dimensional arrays are array of arrays. 

A multidimensional array can be defined by using syntax 

Datatype arrayname[size1][size2][size3]....; 

 

For eg:      int a[4][4];    //a 2 dimensional array of size 4X4 

 

 
 

 

Different ways to initialize two dimensional array 
 

int c[2][3] = {{1, 3, 0}, {-1, 5, 9}}; 

int c[][3] = {{1, 3, 0}, {-1, 5, 9}}; 

int c[2][3] = {1, 3, 0, -1, 5, 9}; 
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/*WAP to read a matrix of size 4 x 5 and just Display it*/ 

 
include<stdio.h> 

#include<conio.h> 

main() 

{ 

int a[4][5],i,j; 

 

printf("Enter the matrix of size 4 x 5\n"); 

for(i=0;i<=3;i++) 

  for(j=0;j<=4;j++) 

     scanf("%d",&a[i][j]); 

 

for(i=0;i<=3;i++) 

{ 

    printf("\n"); 

    for(j=0;j<=4;j++) 

       printf("  %d",a[i][j]); 

} 

} 

 

 

WAP to read a matrix of size 4 x 5 and Find SUM of All its Elements.  

#include<stdio.h> 

main() 

{  int a[4][5],i,j,s=0; 

printf("Enter the matrix of size 4*5\n"); 

for(i=0;i<=3;i++) 

   for(j=0;j<=4;j++) 

      scanf("%d",&a[i][j]); 

 

for(i=0;i<=3;i++) 

{ 

   for(j=0;j<=4;j++) 

     s=s+a[i][j]; 

} 

 

printf("\nsum of all elements of matrix=%d",s); 

} 
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WAP to read a matrix of size 5 X 4 and Find SUM of Each Row. 

#include<stdio.h> 

main() 

{ 

int a[5][4],i,j,s; 

printf("Enter the matrix of 5*4\n"); 

for(i=0;i<=4;i++) 

   for(j=0;j<=3;j++) 

      scanf("%d",&a[i][j]); 

 

for(i=0;i<=4;i++) 

{  s=0; 

     for(j=0;j<=3;j++) 

        s=s+a[i][j]; 

 printf("\n Sum of %dst row is =%d",i+1,s); 

} 

} 

 
WAP to read a matrix of size 3 X 3 and Check if it is NULL MATRIX or NOT. 

#include<stdio.h> 

main() 

{  int a[3][3],i,j,c=0; 

printf("Enter the matrix of size 3*3\n"); 

for(i=0;i<=2;i++) 

   for(j=0;j<=2;j++) 

    scanf("%d",&a[i][j]); 

 

for(i=0;i<=2;i++) 

{ 

    for(j=0;j<=2;j++) 

      if(a[i][j]==0) 

        c++; 

} 

if(c==9) 

    printf("\nIt's null matrix"); 

else 

    printf("\n It's not null matrix"); 

} 
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WAP to read 2 matrix of size 3 x 3 and find their Product 

 
#include<stdio.h> 

main() 

{ int a[3][3],b[3][3],i,j,k,c[3][3]; 

 

printf("Enter the 1st matrix of size 3x3\n"); 

for(i=0;i<=2;i++) 

   for(j=0;j<=2;j++) 

     scanf("%d",&a[i][j]); 

 

printf("Enter the 2nd matrix of size 3x3\n"); 

for(i=0;i<=2;i++) 

   for(j=0;j<=2;j++) 

     scanf("%d",&b[i][j]); 

 

for(i=0;i<=2;i++) 

 { 

   for(j=0;j<=2;j++) 

    { 

   c[i][j]=0; 

   for(k=0;k<=2;k++) 

     c[i][j]=c[i][j]+a[i][k]*b[k][j]; 

  } 

 } 

  

printf("The product of  matrix is\n"); 

for(i=0;i<=2;i++) 

{ 

  printf("\n"); 

  for(j=0;j<=2;j++) 

    printf(" %d",c[i][j]); 

} 

} 
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/*WAP to read a matrix of size 3 x 3 and Find UPPER TRIANGULAR matrix*/ 

main() 

{  int a[3][3],i,j; 

printf("Enter the matrix of size 3*3\n"); 

for(i=0;i<=2;i++) 

  for(j=0;j<=2;j++) 

   scanf("%d",&a[i][j]); 

for(i=0;i<=2;i++) 

{  for(j=0;j<=2;j++) 

      if(i<j) 

       a[i][j]=0; 

} 

printf("Following. is upper matrix\n"); 

for(i=0;i<=2;i++) 

{  printf("\n"); 

     for(j=0;j<=2;j++) 

      printf(" %d",a[i][j]); 

} 

} 

 
/*WAP to read a matrix of size 3 x 3 and Find LOWER TRIANGULAR matrix*/ 

main() 

{  int a[3][3],i,j; 

printf("Enter the matrix of size 3*3\n"); 

for(i=0;i<=2;i++) 

  for(j=0;j<=2;j++) 

         scanf("%d",&a[i][j]); 

for(i=0;i<=2;i++) 

{  for(j=0;j<=2;j++) 

        if(i>j) 

           a[i][j]=0; 

} 

printf("Following. is lower matrix\n"); 

for(i=0;i<=2;i++) 

{  printf("\n"); 

    for(j=0;j<=2;j++) 

       printf(" %d",a[i][j]); 

} 

} 
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Strings  

Strings are actually one-dimensional array of characters 

terminated by a null character '\0'.  

The following declaration and initialization create a string 

consisting of the word "Hello". To hold the null character at the 

end of the array, the size of the character array containing the 

string is one more than the number of characters in the word 

"Hello." 

char greeting[6] = {'H', 'e', 'l', 'l', 'o', '\0'}; 

If you follow the rule of array initialization then you can write the 

above statement as follows − 

char greeting[] = "Hello"; 

memory resentation of the  string  

 
Actually, you do not place the null character at the end of a string 

constant. The C compiler automatically places the '\0' at the end of 

the string when it initializes the array 

Initilization of Strings in different ways 

char greeting[6] = {'H', 'e', 'l', 'l', 'o', '\0'}; 

char greeting[] = "Hello"; 

char *greeting=”Hello”; 
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To print a string we use printf with a special %s control 
character:  

   printf(``%s'',name);  

 

NOTE: We just need to give the name of the string.  

 

 

/*W.A.P TO READ Name & Just Say HELLO  */ 

#include < stdio.h> 

main() 
{ 
 char a[20]; 

 printf("Enter Your Name"); 
 scanf("%s",a); 

 printf("Hello %s",a); 
} 

 

 

#include <stdio.h> 

main ()  
{ 

   char greeting[6] = {'H', 'e', 'l', 'l', 'o', '\0'}; 
 

   printf("Greeting message: %s\n", greeting ); 
} 

 

Difference between scanf and gets 

 scanf() ends taking input upon encountering a  whitespace , 

 newline or EOF 

 gets() considers a whitespace as a part of the input string 

and ends the input upon encountering newline or EOF. 
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/*W.A.P TO READ Complete Name & Just Say HELLO */ 

#include < stdio.h> 

main() 

{ 

char a[20]; 

printf("Enter Your Name"); 

gets(a);   

/* this function reads complete sentence upto returnKey */ 
 

printf("Hello %s",a); 

} 

 
/*W.A.P TO READ String and Find Length  without using library function*/ 

#include < stdio.h> 

main() 

{  char a[20]; 

 int i=0; 

 printf("Enter a String"); 

 scanf("%s",a); 

 

 while(a[i]!='\0') 

  i++; 

 

 printf("Length of String %s is %d",a,i); 

} 

 
/*W.A.P TO READ String and Find Length */ 

#include < stdio.h> 

#include < string.h> 

main() 

{  char a[20]; 

 int i=0; 

 printf("Enter a String"); 

 scanf("%s",a); 

  

 i=strlen(a);  

 printf("Length of String %s is %d",a,i); 

} 
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/*W.A.P TO READ String and Find Reverse of It */ 

#include < stdio.h> 

main() 

{  char a[20]; 

 int i=0,j; 

 printf("Enter a String"); 

 scanf("%s",a); 

 while(a[i]!='\0') 

  i++; 

  

 printf(" String in Reverse Order is"); 

 for(j=i-1;j>=0;j--) 

    printf("%c",a[j]); 

} 

/*W.A.P TO READ String and Find Reverse */ 

#include < stdio.h> 

#include < string.h> 

main() 

{  char a[20]; 

 int i=0,j; 

 printf("Enter a String"); 

 scanf("%s",a); 

     strrev(a);  /* library function to reverse a string */ 
 printf(" String in Reverse Order is %s",a); 

} 

/*W.A.P TO concat 2 strings */ 

#include < stdio.h> 

#include < string.h> 

main() 

{  char a[20],b[20]; 

 strcpy(a,"Ram"); 

 strcpy(b,"Seeta"); 

 printf("2 Strings are %s   %s",a,b); 

 strcat(a,b); 

 printf(" \n\nComplete String  is %s",a); 

} 
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/*W.A.P TO READ String and Copy it into another array */ 

main() 

 { char a[20],b[20]; 

 int i=0; 

 printf("Enter a String"); 

 scanf("%s",a); 

 while(a[i]!='\0') 

  { 

  b[i]=a[i]; 

  i++; 

  } 

 b[i]='\0'; 

 printf(" String Copied is %s",b); 

 } 

 
/*W.A.P TO READ String and Copy it into another array */ 

#include < stdio.h> 

#include < string.h> 

main() 

 { char a[20],b[20]; 

 clrscr(); 

 printf("Enter a String"); 

 scanf("%s",a); 

 strcpy(b,a); /* library function to copy a String */ 
 printf(" String Copied is %s",b); 

 } 

 
/*W.A.P TO Store Multiple Strings and Print Them */ 

#include < stdio.h> 

main() 

{ char a[12][20] = { "January", "Feburary", "March", 

"April", "May", "June", "July", August", "September", 

"October", "November", "December" }; 

 int i; 

 printf("Strings are "); 

 for(i=0;i<12;i++) 

  printf("\n %s",a[i]); 

} 
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/*W.A.P TO READ 2 Strings and COMPARE it  */ 

#include < stdio.h> 

#include < string.h> 

main() 

{  char a[20],b[20]; 

 int n; 

 clrscr(); 

 printf("Enter 2 Strings"); 

 scanf("%s %s",a,b);  

 n=strcmp(a,b);  /* library function to compare a string */ 
 if(n==0) 

    printf("Both are Same"); 

 if(n>0) 

    printf("First String come After second "); 

 if(n<0) 

    printf("First String comes First"); 

} 

 

 
/*W.A.P TO Read  Multiple Strings and Print Them */ 

#include < stdio.h> 

#include < string.h> 

main() 

{ 

 char a[12][20]; 

 int i; 

 clrscr(); 

 printf("Enter 12 Months "); 

 for(i=0;i<12;i++) 

 scanf('%s",a[i]); 

  

 printf("Months are .."); 

 for(i=0;i<12;i++) 

  printf("\n %s",a[i]); 

  

} 
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/*W.A.P TO Store Multiple Strings and Print Them in ascending order */ 
#include < stdio.h> 

#include < string.h> 

main() 

{char a[10][20] = {"Ram", "Shyam", "Gopal", "Amit", 

"Raj", "Mohan", "Manoj", "Nitin", "Aditya", "Pramod"}; 

char temp[20]; 

int i,e; 

printf("Strings are "); 

for(i=0;i<=9;i++) 

 printf("\n %s",a[i]); 

do{ e=0; 

   for(i=0;i<=8;i++) 

      if(strcmp(a[i],a[i+1])>0) 

 { strcpy(temp,a[i]); 

   strcpy(a[i],a[i+1]); 

   strcpy(a[i+1],temp); 

    e=1; 

 } 

    } 

while(e==1); 

printf("\n\nStrings in Sorted Order are "); 

for(i=0;i<=9;i++) 

 printf("\n %s",a[i]); 

} 

 
/*W.A.P TO Read  2 Strings and Exchange their Contents */ 

#include < string.h> 

main() 

{  char a[20],b[20]; 

 char t[20]; 

 int i; 

 printf("Enter 2 Strings "); 

 scanf('%s %s",a,b); 

 strcpy(t,a); 

 strcpy(a,b); 

 strcpy(b,t); 

 printf("Strings are . %s and %s.",a,b); 

} 
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/*W.A.P TO READ String and a char AND count occurance of that char*/ 

#include < stdio.h> 

main() 

{ char a[20]; 

char b; 

int i=0,count=0; 

printf("Enter a String and a char"); 

scanf("%s %c",a,&b); 

while(a[i]!='\0') 

 { 

 if(a[i]==b) 

  count++; 

 i++; 

 } 

printf("Total Occurances of char %c is %d",b,count); 

} 

 
/*W.A.P TO READ String AND count Vowels */ 

#include < stdio.h> 

main() 

{  char a[20]; 

 int i=0,count=0; 

 printf("Enter a String "); 

 scanf("%s",a); 

  

 while(a[i]!='\0') 

 { 

 if(a[i]=='a' || a[i]=='e' || a[i]=='i' || a[i]=='o' || a[i]=='u' || a[i]=='A' ||  

            a[i]=='E' || a[i]=='I' || a[i]=='O' || a[i]=='U') 
  count++; 

  

 i++; 

 } 

 printf("Total Vowels are  %d",count); 

} 
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/*W.A.P TO READ String AND Convert to UpperCase */ 

#include < string.h> 

main() 

{ char a[20]; 

 int i=0; 

 printf("Enter a String "); 

 scanf("%s",a); 

strupr(a);   /* function to convert to UPPERCASE */ 
 printf("String in Uppercase is %s",a); 

} 

 
/*W.A.P TO count Lines */ 

#include < stdio.h> 

main() 

{ char a[200]={"\nhello \n CCIT\n Amravati\n444601"}; 

int i=0,count=0; 

printf("The  String is %s",a); 

 

while(a[i]!='\0') /* while not end of string */ 

{ if(a[i]=='\n')  /* if new line char is found then */ 

   count++;  /* increment counter */ 
 i++; 

} 

printf("Total Lines are %d",count); 

} 

/*W.A.P TO READ String AND Convert to UpperCase */ 

main() 

{  char a[20]; 

 int i=0; 

 printf("Enter a String "); 

 scanf("%s",a); 

 while(a[i]!='\0') 

  { if(a[i]>='a'&&a[i]<='z') 

   a[i]=a[i]-32; 

  i++; 

  } 

 printf("String in Uppercase is %s",a); 

} 
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String Functions  

All the string handling functions are prototyped in: string.h 
 

char *stpcpy (const char *dest,const char *src) 

 Copy one string into another.  
 

int strcmp(const char *string1,const char *string2)  

Compare string1 and string2 to determine alphabetic order.  
The strcmp() function lexically compares the two input 
strings and returns:  
Less than zero  -- if string1 is lexically less than string2  

Zero  -- if string1 and string2 are lexically equal  

Greater than zero -- if string1 is lexically greater than string2  
 

char *strcpy(const char *string1,const char *string2)  

 Copy string2 to stringl.  
 

int strlen(const char *string) 

 Determine the length of a string.  
 

char *strncat(const char *str1, char *str2, size_t n) 

 Append n characters from string2 to stringl.  
 
int strncmp(const char *string1, char *string2, size_t n)  

Compare first n characters of two strings.  

 
char *strncpy(char *str1,char *str2, size_t n) 

 Copy first n characters of string2 to stringl .  
 

int strcasecmp(const char *s1, const char *s2)  

 case insensitive version of strcmp().  
 

char *strrev(char *string, int c)  

 reverse a  string.  
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Character conversions and testing  

We conclude this chapter with a related library #include <ctype.h> 
which contains many useful functions/macros to convert and test 
single characters. The common functions are prototypes as follows:  

Character testing:  

int isalnum(int c)  -- True if c is alphanumeric.  

int isalpha(int c)   -- True if c is a letter.  

int isascii(int c)   -- True if c is ASCII .  

int iscntrl(int c)   -- True if c is a control character.  

int isdigit(int c)   -- True if c is a decimal digit  

int isgraph(int c)  -- True if c is a graphical character.  

int islower(int c)  -- True if c is a lowercase letter  

int isprint(int c)   -- True if c is a printable character  

int ispunct (int c)  -- True if c is a punctuation char.  

int isspace(int c)  -- True if c is a space character.  

int isupper(int c)  -- True if c is an uppercase letter.  

int isxdigit(int c)  -- True if c is a hexadecimal digit  

Character Conversion:  

int toascii(int c)   -- Convert c to ASCII .  

tolower(int c)   -- Convert c to lowercase.  

int toupper(int c)  -- Convert c to uppercase.  
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String Vs Arrays 

 

 String can hold only char data. Where as an array can hold 

any data type. 

  An array size can not be changed. Where as a string size 

can be changed if it is a char pointer. 

  The last element of an array is an element of the specific 

type. The last character of a string is a null – ‘\0’ character. 

  The length of an array is to specified in [] at the time of 

declaration (except char[]). The length of the string is the 

number of characters + one (null character).     
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Pointers 

 

A pointer is an variable where we can store address of 
an variable. 

 
A pointer in C is the address of something.  Pointers are a quite 
common way to get at the contents of something.   
 

 

Defining  Pointer  
  

Pointers can be defined by using operator ‘*’. 

 
syntax : datatype * ptrname; 

 

Storing address into a pointer 

 
The unary operator `&' is used to produce the address of an 
object, if it has one.  Thus  

           
 int a=5, *p; 

          p = &a;       // puts the address of a into p.   
 
 

Accessing value using a pointer  
  syntax : *ptrname 

 
If p contains the address of a and `c = *p' means to use the 
value in p as an address, i.e., as a pointer.  The effect is that 

we get back the contents of a, albeit rather indirectly.  (It's 
always the case that `*&x' is the same as x if x has an 

address.)  
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Features of Pointers 
 

 Pointers are variables which stores address of other variables 

 Pointers can be defined by using *operator. 

 Can access data pointed by a pointer by using *operator 

 Arithmetic operators behave differently with pointers.  

 We cannot perform multiplication and division of pointer. 

 Size of diffent types of Pointers is same as they stores only 

addresses . 

 

Advantages of Pointers 
 

 Can be used to pass vairables as arguments to functions instead 

of their values.  

 Using pointers dynamic allocation of memory is achieved  

Can be used to pass functions as arguments to functions by 

using function pointers 

 Can be used to process memory sequentially 

 Pointers obviously give us the ability to implement complex data 

structures like linked lists, trees, etc 

  Pointers allow ease of programming, especially when dealing 

with strings. 

 

Disadvantages 

 Complicated programming. 

 Programs cannot  be easily Debuged. 

 Canot be learn easily 
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Pointer Arithmetic 

We can perform a limited number of arithmetic operations on 

pointers. These operations are:  

 Increment and decrement  

 Addition and subtraction  

 Comparison  

 Assignment  

 The increment (++) operator increases the value of a 

pointer by the size of the data object the pointer refers 

to. For example, if the pointer refers to the second 

element in an array, the ++ makes the pointer refer 

to the third element in the array.  

 The decrement (--) operator decreases the value of a 

pointer by the size of the data object the pointer refers 

to. For example, if the pointer refers to the second 

element in an array, the -- makes the pointer refer to 

the first element in the array.  

 You can add an integer to a pointer but you cannot 

add a pointer to a pointer.  

 If the pointer p points to the first element in an array, 

the following expression causes the pointer to point to 

the third element in the same array: p = p + 2; 

 If you have two pointers that point to the same array, 

you can subtract one pointer from the other. This 

operation yields the number of elements in the array 

that separate the two addresses that the pointers refer 

to.  

 You can compare two pointers with the following 

operators: ==, !=, <, >, <=, and >=.  
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Address-of Operators 

1. Pointer address operator is denoted by ‘&’ symbol 

2. When we use ampersand symbol as a prefix to a variable 

name ‘&’, it gives the address of that variable. 

Syntax  :   pointer=&variableName; 

lets take an example – &n  -  It gives an address on variable n 

Indirection / Dereference operator 

The ( * ) operator has two names, and they both fufill 

different roles.  

 Indirection 
 Dereference 

The indirection operator (*) accesses a value indirectly, through a 

pointer. The operand must be a pointer value. The result of the 

operation is the value addressed by the operand; that is, the value 

at the address to which its operand points. The type of the result is 

the type that the operand addresses. 

Syntax :    *ptrname 

Indirection means accessing the variables value at the 
address held by a pointer.  

#include <stdio.h> 

int main() 

{ int Age = 54; 

  int *pAge = &Age;   //Indirection operator being used… 
 

printf("Here is the value of Age: %d" ,Age ); 

printf("Changing the value of Age using the dereference 

operator: " ); 

*pAge = 4;        //dereferencing 
printf("New value of Age: %d " , Age ); 

} 
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Call by value 

 Whenever a function is called by passing a variable or value 
then such a function call is called as call by value. 

 Here the value of the variable is passed as argument to the 

function so the operations performed by that function on that value 
are not reflected back on original variable. 

void  change(int  a) 

{ 

a++; 

} 

 

main() 

{ int a=5; 

printf(“%d”,a);   =>5 

change(a); 

printf(“%d”,a);   =>5 

} 

 

Call by refrence 
If a function is called by passing address of a variable then 

such a function call is called as call by refrence. 

Here the address of the  variable is passed as argument so 

operations prformed by that function by using that address is 
actually performed on original variable. 

int change(int *p) 

{ 

(*p)++; 

} 

 

main() 

{  int a=5; 

printf(“%d”,a);   =>5 

change(&a); 

printf(“%d”,a);   =>6 

} 
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w.a.p. to exchange values of two variablesby calling a function exchange. 
void  exchange(int  *p,int  *q) 

{ 

 int  t; 

 t=*p; 

 *p=*q; 

 *q=t; 

} 

main() 

{ 

 int a=5,b=7; 

printf(“%d%d”,a,b); 

exchange(&a,&b); 

printf(“%d%d”,a,b); 

} 

Functions Returing multiple values 

A function cannot return multiple values directly but we can achive 
this by passing addresses of variables to the function. The function 
will store result at that addresses & in this way the function can 

indirectly return multiple values. 

Design a function Circle which will return two values Area & 

Circumference of Circle. 

void Circle(int r,  float *p, float *q) 

{   

*p=3.14*r*r; 
*q=2*3.14*r; 

} 
main() 
{ int R; 

 float a,c; 
 printf(“Enter Radius : “); 

 scanf(“%d”,&R); 
 Circle(R, &a, &c ); 
 Printf(“Area is %f Circumference is %f”,a,c); 

}  
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Call By Reference Vs Call By Value 

Call By Reference Call By Value 

In Pass By Reference method, 
the Address of the Variables are 

passed as arguments to the 
Function. 

In Pass By Value Method, the 
Values of the Variables are 

passed as arguments to the 
Function. 

There is no copy created on the 

Memory Stack. 

A Copy of the Original Variables 

are created in Memory Stack. 

The modifications are made to 
the Original Variables (Old 
Values). 

The modifications are made to 
the New Variables. 

The changes are visible in every 

Function. 

The changes are visible only in a 

Called Method. 

Pointers are used in Call By 
Reference approach. 

No Pointers are used in Call By 
Value Approach. 

Pass By Reference method 
creates only single copy there by 
providing Memory Efficiency. 

Pass By Value approach creates 

Two or more copies of the 
Original Variables and hence it is 
not memory efficient. 

The Actual and Formal 

Parameters are created on the 
same Memory Stack. 

The Actual and Formal 

Parameters are created on 
different Memory Stack. 
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Pointer to pointer 

A pointer to pointer is a pointer in which we can store address of 
another pointer 

Datatype **ptrname; 
 

main() 

{ 

int a=5; 

int *p; 

int **q; 

p=&a; 

q=&p; 

printf(“%d”,a); 

printf(“%d”,*p); 

printf(“%d”,**q); 

} 

 

Array of pointers 

If we want to store addresses of multiple memory location then we 
can use  array of pointers . 

Datatype *ptrname[size]; 

 
main() 

{ 

 int s=0,i; 

int a=5,b=27,c=311,d=36,e=52; 

int *p[5]; 

p[0]=&a; 

p[1]=&b; 

p[2]=&c; 

p[3]=&d; 

p[4]=&e; 

for(i=0;i<=4;i++) 

  s=s+*p[i]; 

printf(“sum is %d”,s); 

} 
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Pointers and Arrays 

An array name is a constant pointer to the first element of the 

array.  

It is legal to use array names as constant pointers, and vice versa.  

Once you store the address of the first element in pointer 'p', you 

can access the array elements using *p, *(p+1), *(p+2) and so 

on. Given below is the example to show all the concepts discussed 

above − 

main () 

 { 

   /* an array with 5 elements */ 

   double balance[5] = {1000.0, 2.0, 3.4, 17.0, 50.0}; 

   double *p; 

   int i; 

 

   p = balance; 

  

   /* output each array element's value */ 

   printf( "Array values using pointer\n"); 

   for ( i = 0; i < 5; i++ )  

      printf("*(p + %d) : %f\n",  i, *(p + i) ); 

    

 

   printf( "Array values using balance as address\n"); 

   for ( i = 0; i < 5; i++ )  

      printf("*(balance + %d) : %f\n",  i, *(balance + i) ); 

    

} 
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The most frequent use of pointers in C is for walking efficiently 

along arrays.  In fact, in the implementation of an array, the array 

name represents the address of the zeroth element of the array, so 

you can't use it on the left side of an expression.  (You can't change 

the address of something by assigning to it.)  If we say  

       char *y; 

       char x[100]; 
y is of type pointer to character (although it doesn't yet point 
anywhere).  We can make y point to an element of x by either of  

       y = &x[0]; 
       y = x; 

Since x is the address of x[0] this is legal and consistent.  

 

For eg: 

Let's use pointers in a function length that computes how long a 
character array is.  Remember that by convention all character 

arrays are terminated with a `\0'.  (And if they aren't, this program 
will blow up inevitably.)  The old way:  

       int length(char s[ ]) 

          {    int n; 

               for( n=0; s[n] != '\0'; ) 

                       n++; 

               return(n); 

        } 

 

Rewriting with pointers gives  
        

int length(char *s ) 

          {    int n; 

               for( n=0; *s != '\0'; s++ ) 

                       n++; 

               return(n); 

       } 
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Passing arrays as arguments 

Whenever a function is called by passing an array actually base  
address of that array is passed as as arguments to the function 

int sum(int *p,int n) 

{ int s=0,i; 

for(i=0;i<n;i++) 

    { s=s+*p; 

      p++; 

    } 

return s; 

} 

main() 

{  int a[10]={7,11,9,13,12,8,16,32,34,31}; 

int z;  

z=sum(a,10); 

printf(“sum is %d”,z); 

} 

 
Deign a function mean  which will  return mean  of values from an integer array. 

float mean(int *p,int n)  float mean(int b[],int n) 

{      { 

float m;     float m; 

int s=0,i;     int s=0,i; 

for(i=0;i<n;i++)   OR  for(i=0;i<n;i++) 

{ s=s+*p;     s=s+b[i]; 

p++; 

} 

m=(float)s/n;    m=(float)s/n; 

return m;     return m; 

}       } 

 

void main() 

{ int a[10]={7,11,9,18,13,14,16,19,32,52}; 

float z; 

z=mean(a,10); 

printf(“mean is %f”,z); 

} 
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 //find greatest no from an array using pointers 
int max(int *p,int n) 

{ int g=*p,i; 

for(i=1;i< n;i++) 

    { p++;  

 if(*p>g) 

  g=*p; 

    } 

return g; 

} 

main() 

{  int a[10]={7,11,9,53,12,68,16,32,34,31}; 

int z;  

z=max(a,10); 

printf(“greatest no. is %d”,z); 

} 

 

// sort an array using pointers 
void sort(int *p,int n) 

{ int i,j,temp; 

for(i=0;i<n;i++) 

 { 

  for(j=0;j<n;j++) 

  { 

   if(*(p+i)<*(p+j)) 

   { 

    temp=*(p+i); 

    *(p+i)=*(p+j); 

    *(p+j)=temp; 

   } 

  } 

 } 

} 

main() 

{  int a[10]={7,11,9,53,12,68,16,32,34,31},i; 

sort(a,10); 

for(i=0;i<10;i++) 

  printf(“\n %d”,a[i]); 

} 
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//find greatest no from an array using pointers 
int copy(int *p,int *q,int n) 

{ int i; 

for(i=0;i< n;i++) 

    {  *q=*p; 

  p++; 

  q++; 

    } 

} 

main() 

{  int a[10]={7,11,9,53,12,68,16,32,34,31}; 

int b[10];  

copy(a,b,10); 

for(i=0;i<10;i++) 

  printf(“\n %d”,b[i]); 

} 

Design a function palindrome  which willcheck of a string is palindrome or not 

int palindrome(char *p) 

{ char *q=p; 

 while(*q!=’\0’)    //move *q to end of string 
      q++; 

q--;         //move *q to last char 
while(p<q)     

{ if(*p!=*q)  //check if chars are same or not 

  return 0;  
 P++; 

 q--; 

} 

return 1; 

} 

main() 

{ char a[20]; 

printf(“enter a string”); 

gets(a); 

if(palindrome(a)==1) 

  printf(“It is Palindrome”); 

else 

 printf(“It is Not Palindrome”); 

} 
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Design a function length which will return length of a strig which is passed as argument 

int length(char *p) 

{ int i=0; 

while(*p!=’\0’) 

    { i++; 

      p++; 

    } 

return i; 

} 

main() 

{ int i; 

char a[20]; 

printf(“enter a string”); 

gets(a); 

i=length(a); 

printf(“length is %d”,i); 

} 

 
Design a function vcount which will count total number of vowals in a string 

int vcount(char  *p) 

{ int  i=0; 

while(*p!=’\0’) 

{ 

    if(*p==’i’||*p==’I’||*p==’e’||*p==’E’||*p==’a’||*p==’A’|| 

             *p==’o’||*p==’O’||*p==’u’||*p==’U’) 
  i++; 

   p++; 

} 

return i; 

} 

main() 

{ int  i; 

char a[20]; 

printf(“enter a strig”); 

gets(a); 

i=vcount(a); 

printf(“total no.of vowas are %d”,i); 

} 
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Design a function reverse which will reverse of a string which is passed as argument 

void reverse(char *p) 

{ char *q=p; 

 while(*q!=’\0’)    //move *q to end of string 
      q++; 

q--;         //move *q to last char 

while(p<q)    //exchange  chars 
{ char temp=*p;  

 *p=*q; 

 *q=temp; 

 P++; 

 q--; 

} 

} 

main() 

{ char a[20]; 

printf(“enter a string”); 

gets(a); 

reverse(a); 

printf(“reverse string  is %s”,a); 

} 

 
Design a function copy which will copy  a string at a specified destination 

void copy(char *p,char *q) 

{ while(*p!=’\0’)     

{    *q=*p; 

 p++; 

 q++; 

} 

*q=’\0’; 

} 

main() 

{ char a[20],b[20]; 

printf(“enter a string”); 

gets(a); 

copy(a,b); 

printf(“result  is original= %s copy=%s”,a,b); 

} 
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 Design a function join  which will concat 2  string  

void join(char *p,char *q) 

{ while(*p!=’\0’)   //move *p to end of first string 
  P++; 

while(*q!=’\0’)    //copy second string at end of first 
{    *p=*q; 

 p++; 

 q++; 

} 

*p=’\0’; 

} 

main() 

{ char a[20],b[20]; 

printf(“enter 2 string”); 

gets(a); 

gets(b); 

join(a,b); 

printf(“result  is %s”,a); 

} 

Pointer to Array 

A Pointer to array is a pointer in which we can store address of an 
array . 

Syntax:  datatype (*ptrname)[size] 

For eg:  int (*p)[5]; 

Note : It will create a pointer in which we can store address of an 
array of type int having 5 elements. 

main() 

{  int a[5]={12, 44, 112, 565, 122}; 

int (*p)[5];   //define a pointer to array 
p=a;    //store address of array into pointer 

printf("\n %u ",p);  //print address eg: 1000 
p++;    //increment ptr 

printf("\n %u ",p);  //print address eg: 1010  
     //as the pointer is pointing to an array of 5  
     //elements of type int it will be increased by 10 

} 
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Function Pointers 

A function pointer is a pointer in which we can store address of 

another function. Function pointers are generally used to pass 
function as arguments to functions. A function pointer can be 
defined by using syntax. 

returntype(*ptr name)(datatype of arguments…); 

Function addresses 

Address of a function can be find out just by using the function name 

Syntax: Function pointer=function name 

Calling functions by using function pointer 
If a pointer is pointing to a function then such function can be calling by 
using the syntax:   (* pointername)(argument value…); 

void star(int n) 

{  int i; 

   for(i=1;i<=n;i++) 

   printf(“*”); 

} 

void main() 

{  void (*p)(int);   // define a function pointer 

   p=star;   // store address of function in it 

   (*p)(17);   // call function by using fnction ptr. 
} 

 

float mean (int a,int b,int c) 

{  float m; 

m=(a+b+c)/3.0; 

return m; 

} 

main() 

{    float z; 

float(*p)(int,int,int); // define a function pointer 

p=mean;   // store address of function in it 

z=(8)(4,8,2);  // call function by using fnction ptr. 
printf(“result is %f”,z); 

} 
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Call the functions area and circumference by using function pointer. 

Here the display function receives 2 args first is radius & second is a 

function address which is stored in function pointer & then through 

this function pointer the function is called. 

 
float area(int r) 

{ 

float a; 

a=3.14*r*r; 

return a; 

} 

 

float circumference(int r) 

{ 

float c; 

c=3.14*2*r; 

return c; 

} 

 

void display( int r, float (*p)(int) ) 

{ 

 float z; 

 z=(*p)(r); 

 printf(“Result is %f”,z); 

} 

 

main() 

{ 

display(5,area);     //function is called by  

display(5,circumference);  //passing radius & fn address 
} 
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Dynamic Memory Allocation  

Dynamic memory allocation is the allocation of memory storage 

for use in a computer program during the runtime of that program. 

Dynamically allocated memory exists until it is released either 

explicitly by the programmer. This is in contrast to static memory 

allocation, which has a fixed duration.  .To perform dynamic 

memory management operations c provides us different  library 

functions .These functions are decleared in the header file alloc.h. 

Malloc : This function is used to reserve a block of memory 

Syntax:-  void * malloc(int size) 

malloc allocates a block of size bytes from the memory heap. It allows a 
program to allocate memory explicitly as it's needed, and in the exact amounts 
needed.  
On success, malloc returns a pointer to the newly allocated block of memory. 
 On error (if not enough space exists for the new block), malloc returns null. 
The contents of the block are left unchanged. 
For eg: Int *p; 

p=malloc(54); 

free :  It releases the memory block which was dynamically reserved. 

Syntax:- free(void *p) 

It releases the memory block pointed by specified pointer 

 

calloc : This function is used to reserve multiple blocks of fixed size  

Syntax :  void *calloc(int n,int size); 

calloc allocates a block (nitems * size) bytes and clears it to 0.  

On success, returns a pointer to the newly allocated block. 

On failure (not enough space exists for the new block, or nitems or 

 size is 0), returns null. 

realloc : It reallocates a previously allocated block 

Syntax:- void realloc(void *old block,int new size); 

realloc adjusts the size of the allocated block to size, copying the contents to a 
new location if necessary. 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Computer_storage
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Computer_program
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Runtime
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Static_memory_allocation
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Static_memory_allocation
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#include<alloc.h>  // w. a.p. to read n numbers and find their sum 
main() 

{ int n,*p,s; 

 printf(“enter how many nos you have to store”); 

scanf(%d”,&n); 

p=malloc(n*2); 

printf(“enter %d nos.”,n); 

for(i=0;i<n;i++) 

scanf(“%d”,p+i); 

s=0 

for(i=0;i<n;i++) 

printf(“sum is %d”,s); 

free(p); 

} 

Function returing pointer 

Instead of returing a value a function may return address of 

variable or memory location. To achive this the return type of 
function must be a pointer. The return address must be stored into 

a pointer variable. This pointer variable can be used to access data 
at location pointed by pointer. 

Design a function max which will return address of  a location which contains greatest value . 

int * max( int *arr , int size) 

{  int *p=arr; 
for(i=1;i<size;i++) 

 { if( *arr > *p) 

  p=arr; 
   arr++; 

 } 
return p; 

} 

main() 
{ int a[10]={45,35,2,665,3,656,2,544,666,34}; 

  int *g; 
  g=max(a,10); 

  printf(“Greatest no is %d”, *g); 
} 
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void Pointer 

Pointer to void, or a void pointer, is a special type of pointer that 
has a great facility of pointing to any data type. There are 
limitations in the usage of void pointers that are explained below.  

Direct dereferencing of void pointer is not permitted. The 
programmer must change the pointer to void as any other pointer 
type that points to valid data types such as, int, char, float and 

then dereference it. This conversion of pointer to some other valid 
data type is achieved by using the concept of type-casting.  

 

NULL Pointer 

The concept of NULL pointer is different from the above concept of 

void pointer. NULL pointer is a type of pointer of any data type and 
generally takes a value as zero. This is, however, not mandatory. 
This denotes that NULL pointer does not point to any valid memory 

address.  

Array of Pointers VS Pointer to Array 

Array of Pointers Pointer to Array 

It can contain addresses of 

multiple elements of same time 

It can contain address of an 

array 

Syntax:  datatype *ptrname[size] Syntax:  datatype (*ptrname)[size] 

For eg:  int *p[5]; 

It will create 5 elements in which 

we can store address of int 

varaibles 

For eg: int (*p)[5]; 

It will create a pointer in which 

we can store address of an array 

of type int having 5 elements. 
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Advantages/Uses of Pointers 

 Pointers make the programs simple and reduce their length. 

 Pointers are helpful in allocation and de-allocation of memory 

during the execution of the program. Thus, pointers are the 

instruments of dynamic memory management. 

 Pointers enhance the execution speed of a program. 

 Pointers also act as references to different types of objects 

such as variables, arrays, functions, structures, etc. 

Therefore, in C we use pointer as a reference so the function 

can modify the data which is passed as arguments. 

 Storage of strings through pointers saves memory space. 

 Pointers may be used to pass on arrays, strings, functions, 

and variables as arguments of a function. It saves lot of 

memory because we are passing on only the address of array 

instead of all the elements of an array, which would mean 

passing on copies of all the elements and thus taking lot of 

memory space. 

  It makes possible to return more than one value from the 

function. 

 Pointers are used to construct different data structures such 

as linked lists, queues, stacks, etc 

http://ecomputernotes.com/fundamental/input-output-and-memory/what-are-the-different-types-of-ram-explain-in-detail
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 Declaration expressions. 

Decleration Description Example 

type name; variable of 
type 

int a; 

a varible of type int 

type name[ ]; array of type int a[ ]; 

an arrya of type int  

type name[n]; array of type 
of size n 

int a[10]; 

an array of type int of size 10 

type * name; pointer of 
type 

int *p; 

a pointer of type int 

type  * name[n]; array of 
pointer of 

type 

int * p [ 10 ]; 

an array of pointer which can store 
address of 10 variables of type int 

type ( * name)[ ]; pointer to 
array of type 

int ( * p )[ 10 ]; 

a pointer to an array which can store 
address of an array of size 10 

type name( types..); function 
return type  

float  f( int, float, int ) 

a function returing a float value & 
accepting 3 args of type int , float , int 

type *name( types..); function 
returing 
pointer 

int * max( int, int ) 

a function returing a pointer & accepting 
2 args of type int 

type (*name)( types..) pointer to 
function 

int ( * p )( int , int ) 

a  function pointer in which we can store 
address of funcitonreturning  a int value 

& accepting 2 int args. 

type (*name [ ])( types..) array of 
function 
pointer 

int ( * p[ 3 ] ) ( int ) 

an arrya of function pointer of size 3 
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Structures  

A structure is a user defined datatype where we can group related 
data together. 

Defining a Structure 

To define a structure, you must use the struct statement. The 

struct statement defines a new data type, with more than one 

member. The format of the struct statement is as follows − 

struct structureName   

{ 

   member definition; 
   ... 
  } [one or more structure variables];   

For ex: 

       struct Stud{ 

               char    Name[20]; 

               int     RollNo; 

               int     year; 

       } a,b,c; 

This defines ‘a’ ,’b’, ‘c’ are  to be a structure variables.  

Structure variables can also be defined whenerver required  after 
structure definition by using syntax: 

 Struct struct-Name variablelist; 

 For ex: struct stud a,b,c; 

Accessing Structure Members 

To access any member of a structure, we use the member 

access operator (.) 

Variable-name . MemberName 

for ex:         a.RollNo=23333; 

    a.year=2;                
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Advantage/Uses of Strucrures 

 

 For logical grouping of data i.e we can group releated data 

together 

 Structures can be assigned directly to another structure i.e 

all members will be directly assigned. 

 Structures can be passed as arguments to functions 

 A function can return multiple values in a structure 

Declaration Vs Definition  

1. Whenever we declare a structure then space will not be 

reserved . 

2. Whenever we declare a variable then compiler will not look 

for other details such as definition of the variable. 

3. Declaration will identify the data type of the identifier. 

4. Definition of the variable will reserve space and will assign 

some value to it. 

struct book  { 
    int pages; 

    float price; 
    char *bname; 

}; 

In the above declaration memory is not allocated. Whenever we 

define a variable then memory will be allocated for the variable. 

struct book b1; 
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WAP to read a info about   stud  and  Just display it. 

 
#include<stdio.h> 

struct stud 

{  int rollno,age; 

   char name[20]; 

}; 

 

main() 

{ 

struct stud a; 

printf("Enter the rollno,age,name=>\n"); 

scanf("%d%d%s",&a.rollno,&a.age,a.name); 

 

printf("Rollno = %d \nAge = %d \nName =  

  %s",a.rollno,a.age,a.name); 

} 

 
WAP to read a info about   Employee  and  Just display it. 

 
#include<stdio.h> 

struct employee 

{ int empno,salary; 

char name[20],job[20]; 

}; 

 

main() 

{ 

struct employee e; 

 

printf("Enter the empno,salary,name,job=>\n"); 

scanf("%d%d%s%s",&e.empno,&e.salary,e.name,e.job); 

 

printf("Empno = %d \nSalary = %d \nName = %s  

\nJob  =  %s",e.empno,e.salary,e.name,e.job); 

 

} 
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WAP to read a info about   stud  and Just display it.Information contains rollno, name, age 
And marks for 5 subjects 

 
#include<stdio.h> 

#include<conio.h> 

 

struct stud 

{ 

int rollno,age; 

char name[20]; 

int m[5]; 

}; 

 

main() 

{ 

struct stud a; 

int i; 

 

printf("Enter the rollno,age,name=>\n"); 

scanf("%d%d%s",&a.rollno,&a.age,a.name); 

printf("\nEnter the marks of 5 subject's=>\n"); 

for(i=0;i<=4;i++) 

   scanf("%d",&a.m[i]); 

 

 

printf("Rollno = %d \nAge = %d \nName = 

%s",a.rollno,a.age,a.name); 

printf("\nFollowing is marks of 5 subject's=>\n"); 

for(i=0;i<=4;i++) 

    printf("\t %d",a.m[i]); 

} 
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Structure Initilization 

While defining a structure variable we can directly store values into 
it. 

Syntax: struct tagname varaiblename={values....}; 

For eg: 

#include<stdio.h> 

struct stud 

{ int rollno; 

  char name[20]; 

  char sex; 

}; 

main() 

{ struct stud a={4117,”Amit Jain”,’m’}; 

  printf(“\n Rollno is %d”,a.rollno); 

  printf(“\n Name is %s”,a.name); 

  printf(“\n Sex is %c”,a.sex); 

} 

 

Anyonamoyus Structures 

If a structure variable is defined while defining a structure then 
there is no need to name the structure. Such a structure is called 
as anyonamous structure. 

For eg: 

struct  

{ int rollno; 

  char name[20]; 

}a; 

 

main() 

{ printf("Enter the rollno,age,name=>\n"); 

  scanf("%d%d%s",&a.rollno,&a.age,a.name); 

 printf("Rollno = %d \nAge = %d \nName =  

    %s",a.rollno,a.age,a.name); 

} 
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Array of Structures 

If we require multiple structure varibales of same type then 
an array of structures can be  defined. 

Syntax:  struct tagname arrayname[size]; 

 

For eg:  struct stud a[10]; 

 

WAP to read information about 10 employees & print it. Information containg empno, name. 

struct employee 

{int empno; 

char name[20]; 

}; 

 

main() 

{struct employee a[10]; 

 int i; 

for(i=0;i<=9;i++) 

{ 

printf("Enter the empno,name"); 

scanf("%d%d%s%s",&a[i].empno,a[i].name); 

 } 

for(i=0;i<=9;i++) 

   printf("Empno = %d Name = %s", a[i].empno,a[i].name); 

} 

 

Array of Structures Initilization 

If we require multiple structure varibales of same type then 
an array of structures can be  defined and initialized . 

Syntax: struct tagname arrayname[size]={{..},{..}..}; 

 

For eg: struct employee[2]= {{1001,”Amit Jain”},  
{1002,”Gopal Pandey”}}; 
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 WAP to read a info about  10  students  and Just display its Result  Information contains 
rollno, name, age And marks for 5 subjects 

 
#include<stdio.h> 

struct stud 

{  int rollno,age; 

   char name[20]; 

   int m[5]; 

}; 

 

main() 

{ struct stud a[10]; 

int i,j,t,p,c; 

for(i=0;i<=9;i++) 

   { 

    printf("Enter the rollno,age,name=>\n"); 

    scanf("%d%d%s",&a[i].rollno,&a[i].age,a[i].name); 

    printf("\nEnter the marks of 5 subject's=>\n"); 

    for(j=0;j<=4;j++) 

    scanf("%d",&a[i].m[j]); 

    } 

 

for(i=0;i<=9;i++) 

   { t =0,p=0,c=0; 

     printf("\nRollno = %d \nAge = %d \nName =     

          %s",a[i].rollno,a[i].age,a[i].name); 

     for(j=0;j<=4;j++) 

       { t=t+a[i].m[j]; 

     if(a[i].m[j]>=35)  // count passed subject 
       c++; 

  } 

      printf("\nTotal Marks = %d \n Percentage =   

   %f",t,t/5.0); 

     if(c==5) 

   printf("\n Student is Pass"); 

     else 

   printf("\n Student is Fail"); 

    } 

} 
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Nested Structures 

If a structure varibale is defined/ used within a structure 
then such a structure is called as nested structure. 

WAP to read to read information about a Student and find age at time of admission. 
Information contains rollno, name BirthDate and AddmissionDate 

This is an Example of Structure within a Structure 

#include<stdio.h> 

 

struct Date  OR struct stud 

{      { 

int d,m,y;    int rollno; 

};     char name[20]; 

     struct Date 

struct stud    { 

{      int d; 

int rollno;    int m; 

char name[20];    int y; 

struct Date ad;    }ad,bd; 

struct Date bd;   }; 

}; 

 

main() 

{struct stud a; 

int age; 

printf("\nEnter the Rollno,Name=>"); 

scanf("%d %s",&a.rollno,a.name); 

printf("\nEnter the Admission Date =>\n"); 

scanf("%d-%d-%d",&a.ad.d,&a.ad.m,&a.ad.y); 

printf("\nEnter the b'date =>\n"); 

scanf("%d-%d-%d",&a.bd.d,&a.bd.m,&a.bd.y); 

age=a.ad.y-a.bd.y; 

printf("\nAge of Student at the time of admission = d",age); 

} 
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Structure Pointer 

 

A pointer variable in which we can store address of a structure is 
called as structure pointer. 
 

Syntax: struct tagname *ptrname; 

 

Accessing members : 

 If a structure pointer is pointing to a structure variable 
then members of such structure variable can be accessed by 
using -> operator. 

Syntax: ptrname->membername 

#include<stdio.h> 

struct stud 

{ int rollno; 

  char name[20]; 

  int age; 

  char sex; 

}; 

 

main() 

{ 

struct stud a={4117,”Amit Jain”,23,’m’}; 

struct stud *p; 

 

p=&a; 

 

printf(“\n Rollno is %d”,p->rollno); 

printf(“\n Name is %s”,p->name); 

printf(“\n Age is %d”,p->age); 

printf(“\n Sex is %c”,p->sex); 

} 
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WAP to read information about N Studnets . (Example of dynamic memory allocation) 
#include<stdio.h> 

#include<alloc.h> 

struct stud 

{    int rollno,age; 

char name[20]; 

}; 

main() 

{ 

struct stud *p; 

int i,n; 

 

printf("How many stud. info u want to store=>\n"); 

scanf("%d",&n); 

 

/*reserve memory for N students */ 
p=malloc(sizeof(struct stud)*n); 

 

/* read information about N Studnts */ 
for(i=0;i<n;i++) 

{ 

printf("Enter rollno,age,name\n",i+1); 

scanf("%d %d %s",&p->rollno,&p->age,p->name); 

p++;  /*move pointer to next student data */ 
} 

 

p=p-n; /* move pointer to starting location */ 
 

printf("Following the stud's rollno,age,name\n"); 

 

for(i=0;i<n;i++) 

{ 

printf("\n%d %d %s",p->rollno,p->age,p->name); 

p++; /*move pointer to next student data */ 
} 

 

free(p); 

} 
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Structures as Arguments 

While calling a function we can pass a structure as argument. If a 
structure variable is pass as argument then copy  of structure 
variables data is passed to the function.  

#include<stdio.h> 

struct stud 

{  int rollno; 

   char name[20]; 

 }; 

void display(strunct stud s) 

{  printf(“\n Rollno is %d”,s.rollno); 

   printf(“\n Name is %s”,s.name); 

} 

main() 

{  struct stud a={4117,”Amit Jain”,’m’}; 

display(a); 

} 

Structure Pointer  as Arguments 

Instead of passing structure variable as argument we can pass 
address of structure variable as argument to the function. Here 

only the address of structure is passed instead of  copy  of 
structure variables data.  The function can perform operation on 

structure by using its address. 

#include<stdio.h> 

struct stud 

{  int rollno; 

   char name[20]; 

}; 

void display(strunct stud *p) 

{  printf(“\n Rollno is %d”,p->rollno); 

   printf(“\n Name is %s”,p->name); 

} 

main() 

{  struct stud a={4117,”Amit Jain”,’m’}; 

display( &a); 

} 
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Bit Fields  

Bit Fields allow the packing of data in a structure. This is 
especially useful when memory or data storage is at a 
premium.  

C lets us do this in a structure definition by putting :bit 
length after the variable. i.e.  

struct packed_struct { 

   unsigned int f1:1; 

   unsigned int f2:1; 

   unsigned int f3:1; 

   unsigned int type:4; 

  } pack; 

Here the packed_struct contains 4 members: Three 1 bit 

flags f1..f3, a 3 bit type . C automatically packs the above 
bit fields as compactly as possible, provided that the 

maximum length of the field is less than or equal to the 
integer word length of the computer.. 

Access members as usual via:             pack.type = 7;  

Structure Padding 

If you use the ‘sizeof’ keyword on a structure variable, it may yield 

a size different than the sum of the members’ sizes.  This is due to 
structure padding based on alignment.  The term alignment refers 

to aligning a structure on certain memory boundaries: like every 4, 
8, 16 or other amount of bytes.  This means that if a structure uses 
less memory than a multiple of the current alignment, it will be 

padded with unused bytes. 

The exact structure alignment depends on your compiler and can 

usually be set when building your programs.  A smaller alignment 
means less memory used but a sacrificing a hit in speed (due to 
how memory is accessed); the opposite is then true with a bigger 

alignment. 
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Self-referential structure 

A self-referential structure is a structure that includes references to 
other data of its same type.  

A simple example of this would be an implementation in C of a 

linked list:  

       typedef struct Node  
  { 

              int  data; 
            struct Node *next; 
        } list; 

The reference to a Node struct from within a Node struct is the 
self-referential aspect of the structure.  

typedef 

The C programming language provides a keyword called typedef, 
which you can use to give a type, a new name. − 

typedef struct student  
{ 
 int rollno; 

 char name[20]; 

}; 

 

After this type definition, the identifier student can be used as an 
abbreviation for the type struct student 

for example.. 

student   b1, b2; 

http://everything2.com/title/linked+list
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Unions  

A union is a special data type available in C that allows to store 

different data types in the same memory location. You can define 

a union with many members, but only one member can contain a 

value at any given time. Unions provide an efficient way of using 

the same memory location for multiple-purpose. 

Defining a Union 

To define a union, you must use the union statement in the same 

way as you did while defining a structure. The union statement 

defines a new data type with more than one member for your 

program. The format of the union statement is as follows − 

union unionName  

{ 

   member definition; 

   member definition; 

   ... 

} [one or more union variables];   

 

for example:  

      union number 

   { 

   short shortnumber; 

   long longnumber; 

   double floatnumber; 

   } a; 
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Difference between structure and union 

Structure Union 

1.The keyword  struct is used to 

define a structure 

1. The keyword union is used to 

define a union. 

2. When a variable is associated 

with a structure, the compiler 

allocates the memory for each 

member. The size of structure is 

greater than or equal to the sum 

of sizes of its members. The 

smaller members may end with 

unused slack bytes. 

2. When a variable is 

associated with a union, 

the compiler allocates 

the  memory by considering the 

size of the largest memory. So, 

size of union is equal to the size 

of largest member. 

3. Each member within a 

structure is assigned unique 

storage area of location. 

3. Memory allocated is shared 

by individual members of 

union. 

4. The address of each member 

will be in ascending order This 

indicates that memory for each 

member will start at different 

offset values. 

4. The address is same for all 

the members of a union. This 

indicates that every member 

begins at the same offset value. 

5 Altering the value of a member 

will not affect other members of 

the structure. 

5. Altering the value of any of 

the member will alter other 

member values. 

6. Individual member can be 

accessed at a time 

6. Only one member can be 

accessed at a time. 

7. Several members of a 

structure can initialize at once. 

7. Only the first member of a 

union can be initialized. 
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Wap to read information about 10 items & display them. 
struct TV    struct FREEZE 

{ char color;   { int capacity; 

  int channels;     char doubledoor; 

};       char pentacool; 

     }; 

struct WASHINGMACHINE  union UITEM 

{  int capacity;  { struct TV tv; 

 char autodry;    struct FREEZE fz;  

};       struct WASHINGMACHINE mc; 

      }; 

struct ITEM  // this struct contains 3 fields 

{ char type;  //type- contains type of item ie. T / F / W 

  UNION UITEM item; //item – can be of type TV/FREEZE//WashingMachine 

  int price;  //price – contains price of item 
}; 

main() 

{ struct ITEM a[10]; 

 printf(“Enter 10 Items “); 

 for(i=0;i<10;i++) 

   { printf(“Enter Type ( T / F / M ) :”); 

   scanf(“%c”,&a[i].type); 

   switch(a[i].type) 

  { case ‘T’:printf(“Enter color(y/n) & channels”); 

    scanf(“%c %d”, &a[i].item.tv.color,  

    &a[i].item.tv.channels);break; 

   case ‘F’:printf(“enter Capacity DoubleDoor(y/n)

 PentaCool(y/n)”); 

   scanf(“%d %c %c”,&a[i].item.fz.capacity, 

    &a[i].item.fz.doubledoor, 

    &a[i].item.fz.pentacool);break; 

   case ‘M’:printf(“Enter Capacity & autodry(y/n)”); 

   scanf(“%d %c”,&a[i].item.mc.capacity, 

    &a[i].item.mc.autodry); 

  } 

  printf(“Enter price : “); 

  scanf(“%d”,&a[i].price); 

  } 
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for(i=0;i<10;i++) 

   {  

   switch(a[i].type) 

  { case ‘T’:printf(“\n TV ”); 

    printf(“Color: %c Channels :%d”,  

     a[i].item.tv.color,  

    a[i].item.tv.channels); 

     break; 

   case ‘F’:printf(“\n Freeze “) ; 

   printf(“Capacity: %d Double Door: %c  

     PentaCool:%c”,a[i].item.fz.capacity, 

    a[i].item.fz.doubledoor, 

    a[i].item.fz.pentacool); 

     break; 

   case ‘M’:printf(“\n Washing machine ”); 

   printf(“Capacity:%d AutoDry:%c”,  

     a[i].item.mc.capacity, 

    a[i].item.mc.autodry); 

  } 

  } 

} 

 

 

Structures and Arrays 
 

 Arrays and Structures both are derived data types. So they 
are releated.  

 
 An array is a collection of related data elements of same type 

i.e. Homogenious . 

 
 Structure can have elements of different  types  i.e. 

Hetrogenous 
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Arrays Vs Structures 

Arrays Structures 

 An array is a collection of 

related data elements of same 

type i.e. Homogenious 

 Structure can have elements of 

different  types  i.e. Hetrogenous 

 It is a derived data type  It is a user-defined data type 

 Any array behaves like a built-in 

data types. All we have to do is 

to declare an array variable and 

use it. 

 But in the case of structure, first 

we have to design and declare a 

data structure before the variable 

of that type are declared and used. 

Array data are access using 

index. 

Structure elements are access 

using . operator. 

Array element access takes less 

time than structures. 

Structure elements takes more 

time than Array. 

It Allocates Static Memory It Allocates Dynamic Memory 

syntax:  

datatype arrayname[size] 

syntax: struct structname 

{ 

datatype member1; 

……… 

} 

int a[100]; struct student 

{ int rollno; 

  char name; 

} a; 
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 Streams and Files 

Streams facilitate a way to create a level of abstraction between 

the program and an input/output device. This allows a common 

method of sending and receiving data amongst the various types of 

devices available.  

Need/Advantages  of files 

 When a program is terminated, the entire data is lost. 

Storing in a file will preserve your data even if the 

program terminates. 

 If you have to enter a large number of data, it will take 

a lot of time to enter them all. 

However, if you have a file containing all the data, you 

can easily access the contents of the file using few 

commands in C. 

 You can easily move your data from one computer to 

another without any changes. 
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Types of streams/ Files  

Text streams are composed of lines. Each line has zero or more 

characters and are terminated by a new-line character which is the 
last character in a line. Conversions may occur on text streams 

during input and output. Text streams consist of only printable 
characters, the tab character, and the new-line character.  

Binary streams input and output data in an exactly 1:1 ratio. No 

conversion exists and all characters may be transferred.  

Note:  

 When a program begins, there are already three available 

streams: standard input, standard output, and standard 

error.  

 Files are associated with streams and must be opened to be 

used. When a file is opened, the file position points to the 

beginning of the file unless the file is opened for an append 

operation in which case the position points to the end of the 

file.  

 The file position follows read and write operations to indicate 

where the next operation will occur.  

 When a file is closed, no more actions can be taken on it 

until it is opened again. Exiting from the main function 

causes all open files to be closed.  
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File Modes 

The fopen function is used to open the file. Files may be 

opened in a number of modes, as shown in the following table.  

modes Description 

r Open a text file for reading. 

w Create a text file for writing. If the file exists, it is overwritten. 

a Open a text file in append mode. Text is added to the end of the file. 

rb Open a binary file for reading. 

wb Create a binary file for writing. If the file exists, it is overwritten. 

ab Open a binary file in append mode. Data is added to the end of the file. 

r+ Open a text file for reading and writing. 

w+ Create a text file for reading and writing. If file exists, it is overwritten. 

a+ Open a text file for reading and writing at the end. 

r+b or rb+ Open binary file for reading and writing. 

w+b or wb+ Create a binary file for reading and writing. If file exists,it overwritten. 

a+b or ab+ Open a text file for reading and writing at the end. 

The update modes are used with fseek, fsetpos and rewind 

functions.  
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File Functions 

 

FILE * fopen(char *filename,char *mode);  

It Open the file in specifiend mode. If file is opened it returns 

File pointer else it return NULL.  

 

int fclose(FILE *stream);  

Closes the stream. All buffers are flushed.  f successful, it 

returns zero. On error it returns EOF.  

 

int fgetc(FILE *stream);  

int getc(FILE *stream);  

It reads a char value from the stream & return its value. On 

End of file  it returns EOF.  

 

int fputc(int ch, FILE *stream);  

int putc(int ch, FILE *stream);  

It writes a char value into the stream.  

 

int fputs(char *str, FILE *stream);  

It writes a String into the stream. On error it returns EOF. 

 

int fgets(char *buffer,int buffersize, FILE *stream);  

It reads a line ot text from the stream & stores it into buffer. 

On error it returns EOF. 

 

int fprintf(FILE *stream,char * format, args...);  

It prints formatted string into  the stream .  

 

long int ftell(FILE *stream);  

Returns the current file position of the given stream. . On 

error a value of -1L is returned and errno is set.  
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int fscanf(FILE *stream,char * format, addresses...);  

It scans data according to  formatted string from  the stream 

& stores it at specified addresses. On sucess it returns an int 

value indicating no. of fields it has scanned. On error it 

returns EOF 

 

int fread(void *ptr, int size, int nmemb, FILE *stream);  

Reads data from the given stream into the array pointed to 

by ptr. It reads nmemb number of elements of size size.  On 

success the number of elements read is returned. On error or 

end-of-file the total number of elements successfully read 

(which may be zero) is returned.  

 

int fwrite(void *ptr, int size, int nmemb, FILE *stream);  

Writes data from the array pointed to by ptr to the given 

stream. It writes nmemb number of elements of size size.. 

On success the number of elements writen is returned. On 

error the total number of elements successfully writen (which 

may be zero) is returned.  

 

int fseek(FILE *stream, long int offset, int whence);  

Sets the file position of the stream to the given offset. The 

argument offset signifies the number of bytes to seek from 

the given whence position. The argument whence can be:  

SEEK_SET Seeks from the beginning of the file. 

SEEK_CUR Seeks from the current position. 

SEEK_END Seeks from the end of the file. 

On success zero is returned. On error a nonzero value is 

returned.  
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int remove(const char *filename);  

Deletes the given filename so that it is no longer accessible 

(unlinks the file). If the file is currently open, then the result 

is implementation-defined. On success zero is returned. On 

failure a nonzero value is returned.  

 

int rename(char *old_filename, char *new_filename);  

Causes the filename referred to by old_filename to be 

changed to new_filename. If the filename pointed to by 

new_filename exists, the result is implementation-defined.  

On success zero is returned.  

 

void rewind(FILE *stream);  

Sets the file position to the beginning of the file of the given 

stream..  

 

int  getw(FILE *stream);  

It reads next int value from a file stream and return it. It 

return EOF at end of file  [ for binary files only ] 

 

int  putw(int value, FILE *stream);  

It write a int value into a file stream.  [ for binary files only ]. 

 

int ferror(FILE *stream) 

Tests the error indicator for the given stream. If the error 

indicator associated with the stream was set, the function 

returns a non-zero value else, it returns a zero value. 

 

int feof(FILE *stream)  

Tests the end-of-file indicator for the given stream. This 

function returns a non-zero value when End-of-File indicator 

associated with the stream is set, else zero is returned.
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WAP to check if FILE is Present or NOT 

 
#include<stdio.h> 

main() 

{ 

FILE *fp; 

 

fp=fopen("ccit.txt","r"); 

 

if(fp = = NULL) 

printf("File dos'nt exists..."); 

else 

{ 

printf("File  exists..."); 

fclose(fp); 

} 

} 

 
WAP to Display Contents of a File 

#include<stdio.h> 

main() 

{ 

FILE *fp; 

int ch; 

fp=fopen("ccit.txt","r"); 

if(fp==NULL) 

printf("File dos'nt exists..."); 

else 

     { 

do 

  { 

   ch=fgetc(fp); 

   putchar(ch); 

   } 

while(ch!=EOF); 

fclose(fp); 

   } 

} 
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WAP to copy contents of a file into another file 

#include<stdio.h> 

main() 

{ FILE *fp,*fq; 

int ch; 

fp=fopen("ccit.txt","r"); /* open file for reading*/ 

fq=fopen("pc.txt","w"); /* open file for writing*/ 
if(fp==NULL) 

printf("File dos'nt exists..."); 

else 

    { 

do{   ch=fgetc(fp); /* read a char*/ 

   fputc(ch,fq);   /* put it into another file*/ 
       }while(ch!=EOF); 

fclose(fp); 

   } 

} 

 
WAP to display contents of a file in UPPERCASE 

#include<stdio.h> 

#include<ctype.h> 

main() 

{ 

FILE *fp; 

int ch; 

fp=fopen("ccit.txt","r");   /* open file for reading*/ 
if(fp==NULL) 

printf("File dos'nt exists..."); 

else 

    { 

do {  ch=fgetc(fp);   /* read a char */ 

     ch=toupper(ch);  /* convert to Uppercase*/ 

    putchar(ch); /* display the char*/ 
     }while(ch!=EOF); 

      fclose(fp); 

    } 

} 
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WAP to Display content of a file line by line 

#include<stdio.h> 

#include<conio.h> 

main() 

{ 

FILE *fp,*fq; 

char  ch[100]; 

fp=fopen("ccit.txt","r"); 

if(fp==NULL) 

printf("File dos'nt exists..."); 

else 

{ 

while(fgets(ch,100,fp)!=NULL) 

printf("%s",ch); 

 

fclose(fp); 

} 

} 

 
WAP to copy a file into another file by using function fgets and fputs. 

#include<stdio.h> 

#include<conio.h> 

main() 

{ 

FILE *fp,*fq; 

char  ch[100]; 

fp=fopen("ccit.txt","r"); 

fq=fopen(“pc.txt”,”w”); 

if(fp==NULL) 

printf("File dos'nt exists..."); 

else 

{ 

while(fgets(ch,100,fp)!=NULL) 

fputs(ch,fq); 

fcloseall(); 

} 

} 
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WAP to copy all UpperCase chars of a file into upper.txt , lower case chars into file lower.txt 

#include<stdio.h> 

main() 

{ FILE *fp,*fq,*fr; 

int ch; 

fp=fopen("CCIT.txt","r"); 

fq=fopen("upper.txt","w"); 

fr=fopen("lower.txt","w"); 

if(fp==NULL) 

printf("file dos'nt exist...."); 

else 

  { do{ 

ch=fgetc(fp); 

if(ch>='a'&&ch<='z'); 

  fputc(ch,fr); 

if(ch>='A'&&ch<='Z') 

   fputc(ch,fq); 

}while(ch!=EOF); 

fcloseall(); 

printf("file copied....."); 

   } 

} 

 
WAP to write information about a student into a file 

#include<stdio.h> 

main() 

{ FILE *fp; 

char  n[100]; 

int rollno,age; 

printf("Enter the Rollno,age,name => \n"); 

scanf("%d %d %s",&rollno,&age,n); 

fp=fopen("stud.txt","w"); 

if(fp==NULL) 

printf("File dos'nt exists..."); 

else 

{ fprintf(fp,"%d %d %s",rollno,age,n); 

  fclosel(fp); 

} 

} 
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WAP to read information from a file stud.txt 
And display it 
File stud.txt contains 
3122 23 Gopal 
7371 33 Amit 
.................. 

 
#include<stdio.h> 

main() 

{ 

FILE *fp; 

char  n[100]; 

int rollno,age; 

fp=fopen("stud.txt","r"); 

if(fp==NULL) 

printf("File dos'nt exists..."); 

else 

{ 

while(fscanf(fp,"%d %d %s",&rollno,&age,n)==3) 

   printf("RollNo %d  Age %d  Name %s",rollno,age,n); 

fclosel(fp); 

} 

} 

 
WAP to write 10 ints from an array into a binary file nos.dat 

#include<stdio.h> 

main() 

{ 

FILE *fp; 

int i,a[10]={343,2355,3232,55,222,55,222,666,3232, 5545}; 

fp=fopen("nos.dat","wb"); 

if(fp==NULL) 

printf("can not open File "); 

else 

{ fwrite(&a,20,1,fp); 

fclose(fp); 

} 

} 
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WAP to read 10 ints from a binary file nos.txt and find sum of all nos. 

#include<stdio.h> 

main() 

{ FILE *fp; 

int i,a[10],s=0; 

fp=fopen("nos.dat","rb"); 

if(fp==NULL) 

printf("Fil does'nt exists......"); 

else 

{fread(&a,20,1,fp); /* read 20 bytes from file */ 
 for(i=0;i<=9;i++) 

  s=s+a[I]; 

 printf(“Sum of all nos is %ld”,s); 

fclose(fp); 

} 

} 

//program for random access to file 
WAP to read 2nd , 5th  and 2nd from last no from the file nos.txt and display them. 

#include<stdio.h> 

main() 

{FILE *fp; 

int i,a,b,c; 

clrscr(); 

fp=fopen("nos.dat","rb"); /* nos.dat contains int values in binary format */ 
if(fp==NULL) 

printf("Fil does'nt exists......"); 

else 

{ 

fseek(fp,2,SEEK_SET);  /* move 2 byte from starting position */ 

fread(&a,2,1,fp); /*read the 2 bytes & store it into a*/ 

fseek(fp,4,SEEK_CUR); /* move 4 byte from current position */ 

fread(&b,2,1,fp);  /*read the 2 bytes & store it into b*/ 

fseek(fp, - 4, SEEK_CUR);   /* move 4 bytes from last position backward */ 

fread(&c,2,1,fp);  /*read the 2 bytes & store it into c*/ 
printf(“the nos are %d %d %d “,a,b,c); 

fclose(fp); 

} 

} 
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Command Line Arguments  

The ANSI C definition for declaring the main( ) function is 

either:  

int main() 

or  

int main(int argc, char **argv) 

 The second version allows arguments to be passed from 

the command line.  

 The 1st parameter argc is an argument counter and 

contains the number of parameters passed from the 

command line.  

 The 2nd parameter argv is the argument vector which is 

an array of pointers to strings that represent the actual 

parameters passed.  

The following example allows any number of arguments to be 

passed from the command line and prints them out. argv[0] is 

the actual program. The program must be run from a command 

prompt.  

#include <stdio.h>  

int main(int argc, char **argv) 

{ 

    int counter; 

    puts("The arguments to the program are:"); 

    for (counter=0; counter<argc; counter++) 

        puts(argv[counter]); 

    return 0; 

} 

If the program name was argdisplay.c, it could be called as 

follows from the command line.  

argdisplay one two three four 
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The next example uses the file handling routines to copy a text file to a new file. 
 (eg, txtcpy one.txt two.txt).  

#include <stdio.h>  

main(int argc, char **argv) 

{    FILE *in, *out; 

    int key; 

    if (argc < 3) 

    {   puts("Usage: txtcpy source destination\n"); 

        return 0; 

    } 

    in = fopen(argv[1], "r"); 

    out = fopen(argv[2], "w"); 

    if(in == NULL || out == NULL) 

    {   puts("Unable to open the file"); 

        return 0; 

    } 

    while (!feof(in)) 

    {   key = fgetc(in); 

        fputc(key, out); 

    } 

    fcloseall(); 

} 

Design a Command Line Tool which will display contents of file whose name is passed as 
command line argument. 

#include<stdio.h> 

main(int argc, char *argv[]) 

{ FILE *fp; 

int ch; 

fp=fopen(argv[1],"r"); 

if(fp==NULL) 

printf("File dos'nt exists..."); 

else 

     {   do 

{   ch=fgetc(fp); 

  putchar(ch); 

  }while(ch!=EOF); 

  fclose(fp); 

     } 

} 
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Design a Command Line Tool  which will display contents of file in Uppercase whose name is 
passed as command line argument. 

#include<ctype.h> 

main(int argc, char *argv[]) 

{ FILE *fp; 

int ch; 

fp=fopen(argv[1],"r"); 

if(fp==NULL) 

printf("File dos'nt exists..."); 

else 

     { 

do { ch=fgetc(fp); 

   ch=toupper(ch); 

   putchar(ch); 

    }while(ch!=EOF); 

fclose(fp); 

     } 

} 

Design a Command Line Tool which will display contents of file along with total no of lines in 
the file whose name is passed as command line argument. 

main(int argc, char *argv[]) 

{ FILE *fp; 

int ch,count=1; 

clrscr(); 

fp=fopen(argv[1],"r"); 

if(fp==NULL) 

printf("File dos'nt exists..."); 

else 

     { 

do{ ch=fgetc(fp); 

   putchar(ch); 

   if(ch==’\n’) 

    count++; 

     }while(ch!=EOF); 

fclose(fp); 

     printf(“\n Total Line :: %d”,count); 

     } 

} 
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Low Level I/O  

This form of I/O is UNBUFFERED -- each read/write request 
results in accessing disk (or device) directly to fetch/put a 
specific number of bytes. There are no formatting facilities -
- we are dealing with bytes of information. This means we 

are now using binary (and not text) files.  

Instead of file pointers we use low level file handle or file 
descriptors which give a unique integer number to identify 

each file.  

To Open a file use:  

   int open(char *filename, int flag, int perms)  

 this returns a file descriptor or -1 for a fail.  

The flag controls file access and has the following predefined in fcntl.h:  

O_RDONLY    Open for reading only 

O_WRONLY      Open for writing only 
O_RDWR         Open for reading and writing 
O_APPEND     Append to end of file  

O_CREAT       Create and open file 
O_EXCL         Exclusive open: Used only with O_CREAT. 

O_TRUNC       Open with truncation 
O_BINARY      Open in binary mode. No translation 
O_TEXT      opens the file in text mode . CR-LF translation 

Permissions can be   

O_DENYALL       Error if opened for read/write 
O_DENYWRITE   Error if opened for write 
O_DENYREAD    Error if opened for read 

O_DENYNONE    Allow concurrent access 
 

Note: we can combine multiple mode by using binary OR ( | ) operator
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creat(char *filename, int perms)   

can also be used to create a file.  
 

int close(int handle)  

close a file  
 

int read(int handle, char *buffer, unsigned length)  

int write(int handle, char *buffer, unsigned length)  

These functions are used to read/write a specific number of 

bytes from/to a file (handle) stored or to be put in the memory 

location specified by buffer. read and write return the number 

of bytes read/written or -1 if they fail.  
 

 

Wap to display 100 bytes from file mydata.txt 
 

#include<stdio.h> 

#include<io.h> 

#include<fcntl.h> 

#include<conio.h> 

void main() 

{ 

int fd; 

char buff[100]; 

int n; 

fd=open("c:\\mydata.txt",O_RDONLY,O_DENYALL); 

if(fd==-1) 

 printf("cannot open file"); 

else 

 { 

 n=read(fd,buff,100); 

 buff[n]='\0'; 

 printf("%s",buff); 

 close(fd); 

 } 

} 
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File descriptor    

 

A file descriptor is a  integer associated with an open file stream. A 
file descriptor is used while performing unbuffered input-output 

operation. You can use procedures like read and write to read and 
write to a particular file stream, and in order to do this, you need to 
provide the file descriptor for the open file you want written to. The 

procedure open is used to open files, and it returns the integer that 
should be used as the file descriptor (or in case of error, returns -

1).  
 

File Pointer 

 

A FILE pointer is a pointer which contains address of a sturcture of 
type FILE. This type is defined within stdio.h, and written as  

 

FILE *fp.  

 
C communicates with files using file pointer.  C provides us 
different functions which  uses this file pointer. The functions are 

fopen, fgets, fputs, fgetc, fputc, fread, fwrite, fprintf, fscanf , fseek 
, ftell etc. 
 

FILE structure 

 

A FILE structure contains information about the file.This sturcture is 

defined i n file stdio.h. Information in this FILE structure is used by 
different file handling functions  such as fopen, fgets, fputs, fgetc, 
fputc, fread, fwrite, fprintf, fscanf , fseek , ftell etc. This sturcure is 

automatically created we we open a file by using function fopen. 
The function fopen returns address of this sturcture. 
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Error Handling 
 

 errno is a global variable which can be used to find 

current error. 

 Most of the C function calls return -1 or NULL in case of 

any error and set an error code into global variable 

errno. 

 You can find various error codes defined in <error.h> 

header file. 

 So a C programmer can check the returned values of 

functions and can take appropriate action depending on 

the return value.  

 It is a good practice, to set errno to 0 at the time of 

initializing a program. A value of 0 indicates that there 

is no error in the program. 

errno, perror(). and strerror() 

The C programming language provides  perror()  and 

 strerror() functions which can be used to display the text 

message associated with errno. 

 The perror() function displays the string you pass to it, 

followed by a colon, a space, and then the textual 

representation of the current errno value. 

 The strerror() function, which returns a pointer to the 

textual representation of the current errno value. 
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Let's try to simulate an error condition and try to open a file 

which does not exist. Here I'm using both the functions to 

show the usage, but you can use one or more ways of 

printing your errors. Second important point to note is that 

you should use stderr file stream to output all the errors. 

#include <stdio.h> 

#include <errno.h> 
#include <string.h> 
extern int errno ; 

main ()  
{ 

   FILE * pf; 
   int errnum; 
   pf = fopen ("unexist.txt", "rb"); 

   if (pf == NULL) 
   { 

      errnum = errno; 
      fprintf(stderr, "Value of errno: %d\n", errno); 
      perror("Error printed by perror"); 

      fprintf(stderr, "Error opening file: %s\n", strerror( errnum )); 
   } 

   else { 
       fclose (pf); 
   } 

    
   return 0; 

} 
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Preprocessor Commands 

 

The preprocessors are the directives, which give instruction to the 

compiler(its Perprocessor) to preprocess the information before 

actual compilation starts. 

 

The C Preprocessor is not part of the compiler but it extends the 

power of C programming language.  

 All preprocessor directives begin with a # symbol. 

 The preprocessor step comes before compilation of source 

code and it instruct the compiler to do required pre-

processing before actual compilation. 

 Preprocessor directives are processed before compilation 

of source code. 

 All preprocessor directives begin with a # symbol. 

 Preprocessor directives do not ends with semicolon. 

 

Advantageous of Proprocessor are: 

 programs easier to develop, 

 easier to read, 

 easier to modify 

 C code more transportable between different machine 

architectures. 
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Types of Preprocessor Directives 
 

 Macro Substitution 

#define 

 Conditional Compilation 

#ifdef, #undef, #ifndef, #if..etc 

 File Inclusive 

#include 

 

 

Some preprocessor command are  
 

Directive Description 

#define Substitutes a preprocessor macro. 

#include Inserts a particular header from another file. 

#undef Undefines a preprocessor macro. 

#ifdef Returns true if this macro is defined. 

#ifndef Returns true if this macro is not defined. 

#if Tests if a compile time condition is true. 

#else The alternative for #if. 

#elif #else and #if in one statement. 

#endif Ends preprocessor conditional. 
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#define Preprocessor 

The #define preprocessor directive creates symbolic 

constants. The symbolic constant is called a macro and the 

general form of the directive is: 

#define macro-name replacement-text  

When this line appears in a file, all subsequent occurrences 

of macro in that file will be replaced by replacement-text 

before the program is compiled. For example: 

#define PI 3.14159 
void  main () 
{ 
    Printf("Value of PI : %f",PI);  
 } 

Function-Like Macros: 

You can use #define to define a macro which will take 

argument as follows: 

#define SQR(a) a*a 
void main () 
{   
   Printf("The square of 5 is  %d",SQR(5)); 
} 
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#include Directive 
include  Directive is used to include a file into a source file before 

sending source file to compilation. 

#include <stdio.h> 

#include "myheader.h" 

These directives tell the CPP to get stdio.h from System 

Libraries and add the text to the current source file. The 

next line tells CPP to get myheader.h from the local 

directory and add the content to the current source file. 

Conditional Directives 

You can use the #if directive to create a conditional directive. 

Conditional directives are useful for testing a symbol or 

symbols to check if they evaluate to true. If they do evaluate 

to true, the compiler evaluates all the code between the #if 

and the next directive. 

#define DEBUG 
int main () 
{ 

#ifdef DEBUG 
   Printf("Trace: Inside main function"); 

#endif 
 

#ifndef DEBUG 

   Printf("Trace: Coming out of main function"); 
#endif 

} 
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Predefined Macros 

C++ provides a number of predefined macros mentioned 

below: 

Macro Description 

__LINE__ This contain the current line number of the 

program when it is being compiled. 

__FILE__ This contain the current file name of the program 

when it is being compiled. 

__DATE__ This contains a string of the form month/day/year 

that is the date of the translation of the source file 
into object code. 

__TIME__ This contains a string of the form 
hour:minute:second that is the time at which the 
program was compiled. 

Let us see an example for all the above macros: 

void main () 
{ 
    printf("Value of __LINE__ : %d", << __LINE__ ); 
    printf("Value of __FILE__ : %d", << __FILE__ ); 
    printf("Value of __DATE__ : %d", << __DATE__ ); 
    printf("Value of __TIME__ : %d", << __TIME__ ); 
} 
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Graphics 

 

 To display a picture/drawing on a computer screen is a 

difficult process.  

 C language provides us different functions to perform 

graphical operations.  

 These functions are decleared in the header file  graphics.h .  

 If we want to use these functions then we hava to set our 

display in graphics mode. 

 For different graphics drivers different modes are 

Driver graphics_mode    Value     x Rows Palette    

CGA CGAC0 0 320 x 200 C0 

 
CGAC1 1 320 x 200 C1 

 
CGAC2 2 320 x 200 C2 

 
CGAC3 3 320 x 200 C3 

 
CGAHI 4 640 x 200 2 color 

VGA VGALO 0 640 x 200 16 color 

 
VGAMED 1 640 x 350 16 color 

 
VGAHI 2 640 x 480 16 color 

 
detectgraph:- This function detects the graphics driver required 

for our system and the best graphics mode it support . 

Syntax:-   detectgraph(*int  *gd,int *gm); 

 

initgraph:-This function is used to set out display ingraphics mode 

Syntax:-initgraph(int *gd,int *gm,char * pathOfBGI file); 

Path of BGI file:- It indicates the name of the directory 
where the graphics drivers are located. BGI stands for 

Borland graphics interface. 
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closegraph: This function is used to close the graphics mode. 

Syntax:-  closegraph(); 

 

circle(int x,int y,int r): Will draw circle between circle using given 

details. 

 

line(int x,int y,int x2,int y2):Will draw line between two  points. 

 

rectangle(int x,inty,int x2,int y2):Will draw a rectangle using 
given details 

 

int getmaxx(): It returns maximum x co-ordinates 

 

int getmaxy(): It returns maximum y co –ordinates. 

It sets the color of the drawing operationds. 

 

setcolor(int color): It  sets the color of the drawing operation. 

 

ellipse(int x,int y,int startangle,int endangle,int rx,int ry) – 
to draw ellipse 

 

outtextxy(int x,int y char *text): It displays the text at specified  

position. 
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settextstyle(int font,int orientation,int size): 

It sets the style of the text to be displayed 

Font can be a number in the range 0 to 10 

Orientation:-0 for horizontal and 1 for vertical 

Size:-in the range 1 to 10 

 

floodfill(intx,inty,int border color):- It fills the boudred by  

the specified color. 

 

setfillstyle(int pattern,int color):  Will set the filling pattern 
and color. Pattrn:-it can be the value in the range 0 to 11 

 

cleardevice(): It clears the screen in graphics mode. 

 

putpixel(int x,int y,int color):- It displays the dot of specified 

color at given location 

 

drawpoly(int numpoints,int *points):- It displays the dot of 
specified color at given location 
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W.a.p. to draw a circle of 10 radius at the centre of the screen. 
#include<graphics.h> 

#include<conio.h> 

main() 

{  int a,b,mx,my,i; 

detectgraph(&a,&b); 

initgraph(&a,&b,”c:\\tc\\BGI”); 

mx=getmaxx(); 

my=getmaxy(); 

for(i=1;i<=10;i++) 

{  setcolor(i); 

  circle(mx/2,my/2,i*5); 

  } 

  getch(); 

  closegraph(); 

} 

 

 

WAP to Draw Earth 
 

#include<graphics.h> 

#include<conio.h> 

main() 

{ int a,b,mx,my,i; 

detectgraph(&a,&b); 

initgraph(&a,&b,”c:\\tc\\BGI”);  

mx=getmax(); 

my=getmaxy(); 

for(i=1;i<=10;i++) 

{ ellipse(mx/2,my/2,0,360,i*20,100); 

  ellipse(mx/2,my/2,0,360,200,i*10); 

   

  } 

  getch(); 

closegraph(); 

} 
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WAP to display text in different fonts 

 
#include<conio.h> 

#include<graphics.h> 

main() 

{ int a,b,i; 

detectgraph(&a,&b); 

initgraph(&a,&b,”c:\\tc\\BGI”); 

  for(i=1;i<=10;i++) 

  { Settextstyle(i,0,5); 

   outtextxy(100,40*I,”CCIT”); 

  } 

  getch(); 

  closegraph(); 

} 

 

WAP to display different fillStyles 

 
#include<graphics.h> 

#include<conio.h> 

main() 

{ 

int a,b,mx,my,i; 

detectgraph(&a,&b); 

initgraph(&a,&b,”c:\\tc\\BGI) 

mx=getmaxx(); 

  my=getmaxy(); 

  for(i=1;i<=10;i++) 

  { 

  setcolor(Yellow); 

   circle(mx/2,my/2,100); 

   setfillstyle(i,GREEN); 

   floodfill(mx/2,my/2,YELLOW); 

   getch(); 

   cleardevice(); 

  } 

  closegraph(); 

} 
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WAP to display pixels randomly 
#include<conio.h> 

#include<graphics.h> 

#include<stdlib.h> 

main() 

{    int a,b,i,x,y,mx,my; 

  detectgraph(&a,&b); 

  initgraph(&a,&b,”c:\\tc\\BGI”); 

  mx=getmaxx(); 

  my=getmaxy(); 

  for(i=1;i<=1000;i++) 

  { x=random(mx); 

   y=random(my); 

   putpixel(x,y,YELLOW); 

  } 

  getch(); 

closegraph(); 

} 

 

WAP to mix to colors by using pixels 
 

#include<graphics.h> 

#include<stdlib.h> 

main() 

{ int a,b,mx,my,i,j,x,y; 

detectgraph(&a,&b); 

initgraph(&a,&b,”c:\\tc\\Bgi”); 

mx=getmaxx(); 

my=getmaxy(); 

for(j=1;j<=my;j++) 

for(i=1;i<=300;i++) 

{ x=random(mx); 

    y=random(j); 

    putpixel(x,y,YELLOW); 

    putpixel(x,my-y,GREEN); 

  } 

getch(); 

closegraph(); 

} 
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WAP to animate Circles by Expanding & Shrinking. 
#include<dos.h> 

#include<conio.h> 

#include<graphics.h> 

main() 

{ int gd,gm,mx,my,I,r=5,f=1; 

detectgraph(&gd,&gm); 

initgraph(&gd,&gm,”c:\\tc\\BGI”); 

mx=getmaxx(); 

my=getmaxy(); 

while(!kbhit()) 

{ setcolor(GREEN); 

  circle(mx/2,my/2,r); 

   delay(200); 

   setcolor(BLACK); 

   circle(mx/2,my/2,r); 

   if(f==1) 

    r=r+3; 

   else 

    r=r-3; 

   if(r>100) 

    F=2; 

   if(r<5) 

    F=1; 

  } 

  getch(); 

} 

 

WAP to Draw Polygon 
#include<graphics.h> 

#include<conio.h> 

void main() 

{ 

 int gd,gm; 

 int  pts[]={100,100,200,100,250,200,200,300,100,300,100,100}; 

 detectgraph(&gd,&gm); 

 initgraph(&gd,&gm,"c:\\tc\\bgi"); 

 drawpoly(6,pts); 

} 
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Question Bank 

Theory Questions 

 Explain compiler & assembler. 

 What is operation system. Explain functions of OS. 

 Explain SingleUser, MultiUser, MultiTasking OS. 

 What is CPU? Explain Control Unit & ALU. 

 Explain different type of storage Devices. 

 Explain how data is organized on floppy disk. 

 Explain how OS finds data on disk. 

 Explain ROM,RAM 

 Explain different types of  ROM. 

 Explain working of magnetic disk. 

 Explain Linkers, Loaders, TextEditor. 

 Explain History of C. 

 Features of C  

 Explain various DataType in C. 

 Explain Arithmetic, Relational & Logical Operators. 

 Explain different Binary Operators. 

 Explain Operator Precedence & Associvity. 

 What is a keyword.  

 What are literials 

 Explain  rules to define variable. 

 Explain If Statement. 

 Explain nested if. When it should be used. 

 Compare if & switch statement. 

 Explain Ladder structure . When it should be used. 

 Explain PreFix Increment & PostFix Increment Operator 

 What will be value of  c & a  ;after exp 1]   c=++a;                  2] c=a++; 
 if  int a=5; 
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 Explain for statement 

 Difference between for & while loop 

 Explain do-while loop 

 Difference between while & do-while loop. 

 Explain coma operator. 

 Explain switch Statement. When should it be used. 

 Explain Jump Statements 1] break 2] continue 3] goto 

 Within which control statement break statement can be used. 

 Within which control statement continue statement can be used. 

 What is a function ?. State advantages of using functions. If return 
type of function is not given then what is default return type. 

 Explain actual parameters & formal parameters. 

 Explain parameter passing mechanism 1] call by value 2] call by 
reference 

 Explain String functions strlen, strcpy, strcat, strrev, strupr, strlwr,  
strcat, strcmp. 

 Explain character functions – isdigit, isalpha, isalnum, isspace, 
toupper, tolower etc. 

 Explain Storage class – auto, static , extern, register 

 Difference between static & automatic variables. 

 Difference between external & automatic variables. 

 What are recursive functions ?  

 Define SingleDimensional Array  

 Define MultiDimensional  Array 

 Difference between Array & ordinary Variable. 

 Explain how array elements are accessed. 

 Difference between Array & Pointer 

 Explain Array Initilization. 

 Define Pointer. 

 Explain uses of pointers. 

 Explain Pointer variable as argument to function 

 Explain Array of Pointer. 

 Explain how a function can return multiple values. 

 Explain how a function can be pass as argument to another function. 
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 Differentiate between Array of Pointer & Pointer to Array. 

 Explain Pointer to Pointer 

 Explain pointer to function (function pointer) 

 Explain   1] int *p;   2] int *p[10]  3] int (*p)[10]; 

 Explain functions Malloc, calloc , free, realloc 

 Explain  1] Indirection operator(*) 2] Address operator.(&) 

 Define Structure. Explain Syntax.. How members of Structure are 
accessed. 

 Explain sizeof operator. 

 Explain array of Structure. 

 Explain Nested Structure. 

 Explain structure initialization 

 Explain array of structure initialization. 

 Compare structure & union. 

 Explain use of . operator and  -> operator. 

 Explain Structure Pointer 

 Explain the functions fopne, fclose, fgetc, fputc, fgets, fputs, fread, 
fwrite, ftell, fssek, rewind. 

 Explain different modes of opeing a file. 

 Difference between append mod & write mode. 

 What is sequential read & write operation. 

 Explain EOF 

 Explain HIGH LEVEL & LOW LEVEL file operations. 

 Explain File pointer & file Descriptor. 

 What are command line arguments ? 
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Basic  Programs 

* WAP to read radius of circle & calculate Area & Circumference 

* WAP to read 3 nos & find their mean 

* WAP to read 2 nos & find Sum of their last digit. 

* WAP to read 4 digit no & sum of its Digits. 

* WAP to read radius of Sphere & find its Volume 

* WAP to read 3 digit no & sum of its Digits. 

* WAP to read 4 digit no & find Reverse of that no. 

* WAP to read temp in degree Celsius & convert it into Fehernite. 

* WAP to read value in inches & print it in Feet & Inches. 

* WAP to marks for 5 subject & print Total & percentage. 

* WAP to read 2 nos & Exchange their Values. 

* WAP to read 2 nos & Exchange their Values without  using third variable. 

* WAP to read radius of sphere & find its volume. 

* WAP to read L,B,H of a Box & find its Volume & SurfaceArea. 
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If Statement 
* WAP to read a no & check if it is Even/Odd 

* WAP to read 2 nos & check if their last digit is same or not. 

* WAP to read 3 angles  & check if triangle can be formed or not. 

* WAP to read 3 angles & check if it is an equilateral triangle or not. 

* WAP to read marks for 5 subject & check if student is passed or not. (passing marks 
40 per subject). 

* WAP to read 2 nos & find greatest of Them 

* WAP to read 3 nos & find greatest of Them 

* WAP to a 3 digit no & check if  sum of cube of its digits is equal to that no or not 

*WAP to read 3nos & check their last digit is same or not. 

* WAP to read marks for 5 subject & print Total . Also print percentage if student is 
passed. (passing marks 40 per subject). 

* WAP to read 3 angles  & check if triangle can be formed or not. If triangle can be 
formed then check if it is Equilateral, Isosilies, Right-Angled Triangle. 

*WAP to read age & gender of person & check if person is Eligible for marriage or not. 

* WAP to read Year & check if it is Leap Year or Not. 

* WAP to read Salary of Employee & print Commission according to following Criteria  

  Sal   Commission 

 <10000       10%  

10000- 20000  12% 

>20000   15% 

* WAP to read percentage of student & print Div (>=75 DT , 60-75 1st class  , 50-60 2nd 
class , 40-50 3rd class, <40 fail ) 
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Loops Programs 

* WAP to read a no & print all nos from 1 to that no 

* WAP to read a no & print all even nos form 1 to that no. 

* WAP to print all nos from 1 to 10 by using while, for & do-while loop. 

* WAP to read a no & find sum of all nos from 1 to that no. 

* WAP to read a no & find factorial of that no. 

* WAP to read a no & find Reverse of that no. 

* WAP to read a no & check if it is prime no or not. 

* WAP to print all prime no in range 1 to 100 

* WAP to print first 10 Fibonacci nos. 

* WAP to read a no & find SUM of its Digits. 

* WAP to find a 3 digit  Armstrong no. (sum of cube of its  digit is equal to that no). 

* WAP to print all Armstrong nos. from 1 to 999 

* WAP to print ASCII chars & values from 1 to 255 

* WAP to print alphabets from A to Z 

* WAP to read a no & count all nos which divides the given no perfectly. 

* WAP to read 2 nos & print their common factors. 

* WAP to read 2 nos & print HCF. 

* WAP to print factorial of all nos from 1 to 10 . 

* WAP to read 2 nos a and b & print all nos from a to b. 

* WAP to repeatdly read a no until it is in range 10 to 20 

* WAP to read a no & print all nos which divides the given no perfectly. 

* WAP to find sum of series S=1+2 + 3+……N 

* WAP to find sum of series S=1+2! + 3!+……N! 

* WAP to find sum of series S=1+1/2 + 1/3 + 1/4 + 1/5……1/N 

* WAP to find sum of series S=1-1/2 + 1/3- 1/4 + 1/5……1/N 

* WAP 10 print table of 1 to 10  
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*WAP to print following Output 

1]  12345 

 1234 

 123 

 12 

 1 

 

2] 54321  

 4321 

 321 

 21 

 1 

3]  ***** 

 ****  

 *** 

 ** 

 * 

 

4] 1234554321 

 1234554321 

 1234554321 

 1234554321 

 

5]  12345123451234512345 

 12345123451234512345 

 12345123451234512345 
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6]  ABCDE 

 ABCD 

 ABC 

 AB 

 A 

 

7] ABCDEFEDCBA 

 ABCDE  EDCBA 

 ABCD       DCBA 

 ABC             CBA 

 AB                  BA 

 A                       A 

 

8] ************* 

  *********** 

   ********* 

     ***** 

      *** 

        * 
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Switch Programs 

* WAP to read a single digit no & print that no in words. 

* WAP to read month in digits & print it in words. 

* WAP to read a single  no & print all nos from 1to that no in words. 

* WAP to read a color code (char value) & print appropriate color.(R- Red, G-

Green, B-Blue , any other char – Black) 

* WAP to read 2 nos & a Operator sign & perform the operation according to 

operator. 

* WAP to count total nos of Vowels in a String by using a switch statement. 

* WAP to count total nos of Vowels of each type. 

Functions 

* WAF repeat to display a char specified no of times. 

* WAF Intrest to calculate simple intrest  

* WAF to return Volume of Sphere 

* WAF to return  mean of 3 nos 

* WAF to return greatest of 2 nos. 

* WAF to return  Factorial of given No 

* WAF to return Sum of Given No. 

* WAF to return Greatest of 3 nos 

* WAF to print All nos form 1 to given No 

* WAF to repeat a given char given no of times. [ eg.  repeat(‘#’,25);  ] 

*WAF to return sum of nos which is passed in a Array. 

*WAF to return Mean of nos which is passed in a Array. 

* WAF to return Greatest no which is passed in a Array. 

* Design a recursive function factorial to return factorial of given no. 

* Design a recursive function Intrest  to return compound intrest. 
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* Design a recursive function SOD to return sum of digit of given no. 

 

Arrays Programs ( Single Dimensional ) 
* WAP to read an array of 10 nos & find their Sum 

* WAP to read temperature for 7 days of Week & find their Mean 

* WAP to read an array of 10 nos & find Greatest of them 

* WAP to read an array of 10 nos & count all EVEN & ODD nos. 

* WAP to read an array of 10 nos &  find sum, mean, min, max. 

* WAP to read an array of 10 nos & search a no in it. 

* WAP to read an array of 10 nos & sort it in ascending order. 

* WAP to insert a no at given position in a array 

* WAP to remove a no from given position from an array 

* WAP to arranage all even nos at top & all odd nos at bottom of Array. 

Arrays Programs ( Multi Dimensional ) 
* WAP to read a matrix of size 3X5 & find their Sum 

* WAP to read matrix of size 3X5 & find sum of each Row 

* WAP to read matrix of size 3X3 & check if it is NULL or NOT 

* WAP to read matrix of size 3X5  & count all EVEN & ODD nos. 

* WAP to read matrix of size 3X3 & check if it is UNIT Matrix or NOT. 

* WAP to read 2 matrix of size 3X3 & find their Addition. 

* WAP to read 2 matrix of size 3X3 & find their Product. 

* WAP to read  matrix of size 3X3 & find its Transpose. 

* WAP to read  matrix of size 3X3 & find its Transpose without using second 

matrix. 

* WAP to read  matrix of size 3X3 & find its Upper Triangular Matrix. 

* WAP to read  matrix of size 3X3 & find its Lower Triangular Matrix. 

* WAP to read  matrix of size 3X3 & check if sum of its diagonal is same or 

not. 
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* WAP to read  matrix of size 3X3 & check if sum of its middle row is same 

as sum of its middle column. 
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Char Arrays Programs  

* WAP to read a String & find its Length. 

* WAP to read String & count total no of Vowels in that string. 

*WAP to read a Sentence & count total no of words in that sentence. 

*WAP to read a Sentence & count total no of Vowels of each type in that 

sentence. i.e. total a , total e , total i , etc 

* WAP to read a String & count total no of Digits in that String. 

* WAP to read a String & Copy it into another array. 

* WAP to read a String & Reverse that String. 

* WAP to read 2 Strings & exchange them. 

* WAP to read 2 String & compare them. 

* WAP to read a String & count occurrence of a given char in it. 

* WAP to read a String & insert a char at given position in it. 

* WAP to read a String & remove a char from given position. 

* WAP to read a String & remove all occurrences of given char. 

* WAP to read a String & replace all occurrences of a char with a given char. 

* WAP to read a String & search a char in it. 

* WAP to read a String & search a pattern in that string. 

* WAP to read a String & remove all blank spaces from that string. 

* WAP to 10 string into a 2 dimensional array & sort them in ascending order. 

* WAP to read a String & check if it is palindrome or not. 

* WAP to read a String & join reverse of it with it. 

* WAP to read a String & remove specified no of chars starting from given 

position. 
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Structures Programs 

* WAP to read Information about a Student & Display It.(Information 

contains RollNo, Name, Age, Sex). 

* WAP to read Information about a Employee & Display it(Information 

contains EmpNo, Name, Job, Sal). 

* WAP to read Information about a Worker & print Payment(Information 

contains Name, wages, workingDays ). 

*WAP to read Information about a 10 Workers & print Their Payment & also 

print average Payment(Information contains Name, wages, workingDays ). 

* WAP to read co-ordinates of end point of a line. & find its Slope. By using 

the structure .  sturct Line 

    {  int x1,y1,x2,y2; 

    }; 

*WAP to read information about student(ie. RollNo, Name, birthDate, 

admissionDate)  by using the structure. 

 struct date 

  { 

  int D, M, Y; 

  }; 

 struct Student 

  { 

  int RollNO; 

  char name[20]; 

  struct date bdate; 

  struct date admdate; 

  }; 
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Pointers Programs 

* WAP to Exchange values of 2 variables by calling a function Exchange 

* WAP to find length of a string by calling a function Length. 

* WAP to copy contents of one string into another by calling a function copy. 

* WAP to reverse contents of a String. 

* WAP to find sum of 10 int values by calling a function SUM.(passing array 

as  argument) 

* WAP to find mean of 10 int values by calling a function MEAN. .(passing 

array as  argument) 

* WAP to dynamically read n values & find their sum. 

* WAP to read information about n students & display them. 

* WAP to find area & circumference of circle by calling a single function 

Circle. 

* WAP to call functions area & circumference by using a function pointer. 

* WAP to count total no of words in a string by calling a function WCOUNT. 

* WAP to read String & count total no of Vowels in that string. 

* WAP to read a String & count total no of Digits in that String. 

* WAP to read a String & Copy it into another array. 

* WAP to read a String & Reverse that String. 
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File I/O Programs 
* WAP to read display contents of file c:\test\ccit.txt 

* WAP to count total no of lines in file c:\ccit.txt 

* WAP to count total no of vowels in file ccit.txt 

* WAP to copy contents of file ccit.txt to pc.txt 

* WAP to display contents of file pc.c  excluding alphabets & digits. 

* WAP to copy contents of file cc.txt to pc.txt by converting them in 

uppercase. 

* WAP to copy contents of file ccit.txt  into 4 files .all uppercase chars into 

upper.txt, all lowercase chars into lower.txt, all digits into digits.txt and all 

other chars into other.txt. 

* WAP to display contents of file ccit.txt along with line nos. 

* WAP to count total no of words into file pc.txt 

* WAP to store 10 int values from an int array into file data.dat in binary 

format. 

* WAP to find sum of all nos stored in file mydata.dat ( this file contents int 

values in binary format). 

* WAP to read information about 10 students.( structure contains 

rollno,name,branch,year) & store them into file stud.dat. 

* WAP to read rollno & display information of that student by using data from 

stud file .This file contains records of students .( structure contains 

rollno,name,branch,year). 

* WAP to read name of student & add that name at the last into file stud.txt. 

Command Line Arguments Programs 

* Design a command line tool DISPLAY to display contents of file. 

* Design a command line tool UPPER to display contents of file in uppercase. 

* Design a command line tool COPY to copy  contents of file into another 

file. 

* Design a command line tool LN to count total no of lines in a file. 
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